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Abstract

A collection of simple closed Jordan curves in the plane is called a family ofpseudo-circles
if any two of its members intersect at most twice. A closed curve composed of two subarcs of
distinct pseudo-circles is said to be anempty lensif it does not intersect any other member of
the family. We establish a linear upper bound on the number ofempty lenses in an arrangement
of n pseudo-circles with the property that any two curves intersect precisely twice. This bound
implies that any collection ofn x-monotone pseudo-circles can be cut intoO(n8=5) arcs so that
any two intersect at most once; this improves a previous bound ofO(n5=3) due to Tamaki and
Tokuyama. If, in addition, the given collection admits an algebraic representation by three real
parameters that satisfies some simple conditions, then the number of cuts can be further reduced
toO(n3=2(logn)O(�s(n))), where�(n) is the inverse Ackermann function, ands is a constant
that depends on the the representation of the pseudo-circles. For arbitrary collections of pseudo-
circles, any two of which intersect exactly twice, the number of necessary cuts reduces still
further toO(n4=3). As applications, we obtain improved bounds for the number of incidences,
the complexity of a single level, and the complexity of many faces in arrangements of circles,
of pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles, of arbitraryx-monotone pseudo-circles, of parabolas,
and of homothetic copies of any fixed simply-shaped convex curve. We also obtain a variant
of the Gallai-Sylvester theorem for arrangements of pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles, and a
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1 Introduction

Thearrangementof a finite collectionC of geometric curves inR2 , denoted asA(C), is the planar
subdivision induced byC, whose vertices are the intersection points of the curves ofC, whose edges
are the maximal connected portions of curves inC not containing a vertex, and whose faces are
maximal connected portions ofR2 nSC. Because of numerous applications and the rich geometric
structure that they possess, arrangements of curves, especially of lines and segments, have been
widely studied [4].

A family of Jordan curves (resp., arcs) is called a family ofpseudo-lines(resp.,pseudo-segments)
if every pair of curves intersect in at most one point and theycross at that point. A collectionC of
closed Jordan curves is called a family ofpseudo-circlesif every pair of them intersect at most twice.
If the curves ofC are graphs of continuous functions everywhere defined on theset of real numbers,
such that every two intersect at most twice, we call thempseudo-parabolas.1 Although many combi-
natorial results on arrangements of lines and segments extend to pseudo-lines and pseudo-segments,
as they rely on the fact that any two curves intersect in at most one point, they rarely extend to ar-
rangements of curves in which a pair intersect in more than one point. In the last few years, progress
has been made on analyzing arrangements of circles, pseudo-circles, or pseudo-parabolas by “cut-
ting” the curves into subarcs so that the resulting set is a family of pseudo-segments and by applying
results on pseudo-segments to the new arrangement; see [1, 7, 8, 11, 24, 27]. This paper continues
this line of study—it improves a number of previous results on arrangements of pseudo-circles, and
extends a few of the recent results on arrangements of circles (e.g., those presented in [7, 8, 24]) to
arrangements of pseudo-circles.

Let C be a finite set of pseudo-circles in the plane. Let and0 be two pseudo-circles inC,
intersecting at two pointsu; v. A lens� formed by and0 is the union of two arcs, one of and
one of0, both delimited byu andv. If � is a face ofA(C), we call� anemptylens;� is called a
lens-faceif it is contained in the interiors of both and0, and alune-faceif it is contained in the
interior of one of them and in the exterior of the other. See Figure 1. (We ignore the case where�
lies in the exteriors of both pseudo-circles, because therecan be only one such face inA(C).) Let�(C) denote the number of empty lenses inC. A family of lenses formed by the curves inC is
calledpairwise nonoverlappingif the (relative interiors of the) arcs forming any two of them do not
overlap. Let�(C) denote the maximum size of a family of nonoverlapping lensesin C. We define
thecutting numberof C, denoted by�(C), as the minimum number of arcs into which the curves
of C have to be cut so that any pair of resulting arcs intersect at most once (i.e., these arcs form a
collection of pseudo-segments); thus�(C) = jCj when no cuts need to be made. In this paper, we
obtain improved bounds on�(C); �(C), and�(C) for several special classes of pseudo-circles, and
apply them to obtain bounds on various substructures ofA(C).
Previous results. Tamaki and Tokuyama [27] proved that�(C) = O(n5=3) for a familyC of n
pseudo-parabolas or pseudo-circles, and exhibited a lowerbound of
(n4=3). In fact, their construc-
tion gives a lower bound on the number of empty lenses in an arrangement of circles or parabolas.
Subsequently, improved bounds on�(C) and�(C) have been obtained for arrangements of circles.
Alon et al. [7] and Pinchasi [24] proved that�(C) = �(n) for a set ofn pairwise intersecting
circles. IfC is an arbitrary collection of circles, then�(C) = O(n3=2+"), for any" > 0, as shown
by Aronov and Sharir [8]. No better bound is known for the number of empty lenses in an arbitrary

1For simplicity, we assume that every tangency counts as two intersections, i.e., if two pseudo-circles or pseudo-
parabolas are tangent at some point, but they do not properlycross there, they do not have any other point in common.
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Figure 1. (i) A pseudo-circle supporting one lens-face and two lune-faces. (ii) A family of (shaded) nonoverlapping
lenses.

family of circles. However,�(C) = O(n4=3) for a set ofn unit circles, though no superlinear lower
bound is known for this special case.

The analysis in [27] shows that the cutting number�(C) is proportional to�(C) for collections
of pseudo-parabolas or of pseudo-circles. Therefore one has�(C) = O(n5=3) for pseudo-parabolas
and pseudo-circles [27], and�(C) = O(n3=2+") for circles. Using this bound on�(C), Aronov
and Sharir [8] proved that the maximum number of incidences between a setC of n circles and a
setP of m points isO(m2=3n2=3+m6=11+3"n9=11�"+m+n), for any" > 0. Recently, following
a similar but more involved argument, Agarwalet al.[1] proved a similar bound on the complexity
of m distinct faces in an arrangement ofn circles in the plane.2 An interesting consequence of the
results in [7, 24] is the following generalization of the Sylvester-Gallai theorem: In an arrangement
of pairwise intersecting circles, there always exists a vertex incident upon at most three circles,
provided that the number of circles is sufficiently large andthat they do not form a pencil. For
pairwise intersecting unit circles, the property holds when the number of circles is at least five
[7, 24].

New results. In this paper we first obtain improved bounds on�(C), �(C), and�(C) for var-
ious special classes of pseudo-circles, and then apply these bounds to several problems involving
arrangements of such pseudo-circles. LetC be a collection ofn pseudo-parabolas such that any two
have at least one point in common. We show that the number of tangencies inC is at most2n� 4
(for n � 3). In fact, we prove the stronger result that the tangency graph for such a collectionC
is bipartite and planar. Using this result, we prove that�(C) = �(n) for a setC of n pairwise
intersecting pseudo-circles. Next, we show that�(C) = O(n4=3) for collectionsC of n pairwise
intersecting pseudo-parabolas. We then go on to study the general case, in which not every pair of
curves intersect. We first show, in Section 4, that�(C) = O(n8=5) for arbitrary collections ofn
pseudo-parabolas and for collections ofn x-monotone pseudo-circles. This improves the general
bound of Tamaki and Tokuyama [27], and is based on a recent result of Pinchasi and Radoičić [25]
on the size of graphs drawn in the plane so that any pair of edges in a cycle of length 4 intersect
an even number of times. In order to improve this bound further, we need to make a few additional
assumptions on the geometric shape of the given curves. Specifically, we assume, in Section 5, that,
in addition tox-monotonicity, then given curves admit a 3-parameter algebraic representationthat
satisfies some simple conditions (a notion defined more precisely in Section 5). Three important

2Actually, the paper [1], having been written alongside withthe present paper, already exploits the slightly improved
bound derived here.
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classes of curves that satisfy these assumptions are the classes of circles, vertical parabolas (of the
form y = ax2 + bx + ), and of homothetic copies of any fixed simply-shaped convexcurve. We
show that, in the case of such a representation,�(C) = O(n3=2(log n)O(�s(n))), where�(n) is the
inverse Ackermann function ands is a constant depending on the algebraic parametrization;s = 2
for circles and vertical parabolas. This bound gives a slightly improved bound on�(C), compared
to the bound proved in [8], for a family of circles.

In Section 6, we apply the above results to several problems.The better bounds on the cutting
number�(C) lead to improved bounds on the complexity of levels, on the number of incidences
between points and curves, and on the complexity of many faces, in arrangements of several classes
of pseudo-circles, including the cases of circles, parabolas, pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles,
homothetic copies of a fixed convex curve, and general pseudo-parabolas andx-monotone pseudo-
circles. The exact bounds are stated in Section 6. We also obtain a generalized Gallai-Sylvester re-
sult for arrangements of pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles, and a new lower bound for the number
of distinct distances determined byn points in the plane and induced by an arbitrary well-behaved
norm.

2 Pairwise Intersecting Pseudo-Circles

Let C be a set ofn pseudo-circles, any two of which intersect in two points. Weprove that�(C),
the number of empty lenses inA(C), isO(n). The proof proceeds in three stages: First, we reduce
the problem toO(1) instances of counting the number of empty lenses in an arrangement of at mostn pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles, all of whose interiors are star shaped with respect to a fixed
point o. Next, we reduce the latter problem to counting the number oftangencies in a family of
pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas. Finally, we prove that the number of such tangencies isO(n). For simplicity, we provide the proof in the reverse order: Section 2.1 proves a bound on the
number of tangencies in a family of pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas; this provides the main
geometric insight of this paper, on which all other results are built. Section 2.2 proves a bounds on�(C) for a familyC of pairwise-intersecting star-shaped pseudo-circles, byusing the result in the
previous subsection; Section 2.3 supplies the final reduction, and shows that the number of empty
lenses in a family of arbitrary pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles can be counted using the result
obtained in Section 2.2.

2.1 Tangencies of pseudo-parabolas

Let� be a set ofn pairwise intersectingpseudo-parabolas, i.e., graphs of totally defined continuous
functions, each pair of which intersect, either in exactly two crossing points or in exactly one point
of tangency, where no crossing occurs.3 We also assume that no three of these curves have a point
in common. This general position assumption is made in orderto simplify our analysis. Later on,
we will show how to extend our analysis to sets of curves that are not in general position. Note
also that considering tangencies, rather than empty lenses, is just another simplifying step: Since no
three curves are concurrent, any tangency can be deformed into a small empty lens and vice versa.
Let T denote the set of all tangencies between pairs of curves in�. Our goal is to bound the size of

3The requirement that the number of intersections of every pair be exactly two can be relaxed to that of requiring that
every pair intersect at least once: A family satisfying the latter condition can easily be extended to a family that satisfies
the former condition.
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T .

We associate a graphG with T , whose vertices are the curves of� and whose edges connect
pairs of tangent curves. A pseudo-parabola in� is calledlower (resp.,upper) if it forms a tangency
with another curve that lies above (resp., below) it. We observe that a curve 2 � cannot be both
upper and lower because the two other curves forming the respective tangencies with would have
to be disjoint, contrary to assumption. Hence,G is bipartite. In the remainder of this subsection we
show thatG is planar, and this will establish a linear upper bound on thesize ofT .

The drawing rule. Let ` be a vertical line that lies to the left of all the vertices ofA(�). We
drawG in the plane as follows. Each 2 � is represented by the point� =  \ `. Each edge(1; 2) 2 G is drawn as ay-monotone curve that connects the points�1 , �2 . We use(�1 ; �2) to
denote the arc drawn for(1; 2). The arc has to navigate to the left or to the right of each of the
intermediate verticesÆ� between�1 and�2 along`.

We use the following rule for drawing an edge(1; 2): Assume that�1 lies below�2 along`.
LetW (1; 2) denote theleft wedgeformed by1 and2, consisting of all points that lie above1
and below2 and to the left of the tangency between them. LetÆ 2 � be a curve so thatÆ� lies
on ` between�1 and�2 . The curveÆ has to exitW (1; 2). If its first exit point (i.e., its leftmost
intersection with�W (1; 2)) lies on1 then we draw(1; 2) to pass to the right ofÆ�. Otherwise
we draw it to pass to the left ofÆ�; see Figure 2(i). Note that a tangency also counts as an exit point
(with immediate re-entry back into the wedge). Except for these requirements, the edge(1; 2) can
be drawn in an arbitraryy-monotone manner.W (1; 2)`̀�1 2�2 1 �1 21�2

`
(i) (ii)

Figure 2. (i) Illustrating the drawing rule. (ii) Drawing the graphG for an arrangement of five pairwise intersecting
pseudo-parabolas with three tangencies.

Lemma 2.1 Suppose that the following conditions hold for each quadruple 1; 2; 3; 4 of distinct
curves in�, whose intercepts with̀appear in thisy-increasing order:

(a) If (1; 4) and (2; 3) are edges ofG, then both�2 and �3 lie on the same side of the arc(�1 ; �4).
(b) If (1; 3) and (2; 4) are edges ofG and the arc(�1 ; �3) passes to the left (resp., right) of�2 , then the arc(�2 ; �4) passes to the right (resp., left) of�3 .

ThenG is planar.

Proof: Figure 3 shows the configurations allowed and forbidden by conditions (a) and (b). We show
that the drawings of each pair of edges ofG without a common endpoint cross an even number of
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times. (With additional care, this property can also be enforced for pairs of edges with a common
endpoint, as will be shown later. This extension is not needed for the main result, Theorem 2.4, but
is needed for the analysis in Section 4 involving general pseudo-parabolas andx-monotone pseudo-
circles.) This, combined with Hanani-Tutte’s theorem [29](see also [16] and [22]), implies thatG
is planar. Clearly, it suffices to check this for pairs of edges (with distinct endpoints) for which they-projections of their drawings have a nonempty intersection. In this case, the projections are either
nested, as in case (a) of the condition in the lemma, orpartially overlapping, as in case (b).

allowed forbidden

Figure 3. The allowed and forbidden configurations in conditions (a) and (b).

Consider first a pair of edgese = (1; 4) ande0 = (2; 3), with nested projections, as in case
(a). Regard the drawing ofe as the graph of a continuous partial functionx = e(y), defined over
the interval[�1 ; �4 ℄, and similarly fore0. Part (a) of the condition implies that eithere is to the left
of e0 at both�2 and�3 , or e is to the right ofe0 at both these points. Sincee ande0 correspond to
graphs of functions that are defined and continuous over[�2 ; �3 ℄, it follows thate ande0 intersect in
an even number of points.

Consider next a pair of edgese = (1; 3) ande0 = (2; 4), with partially overlapping projec-
tions, as in case (b). Here, too, part (b) of the condition implies that eithere is to the left ofe0 at
both�2 and�3 , or e is to the right ofe0 at both these points. This implies, as above, thate ande0
intersect in an even number of points.

This completes the proof of the lemma. 2
We next show that the conditions in Lemma 2.1 do indeed hold for our drawing ofG.

Lemma 2.2 Let1; 2; 3; 4 be four curves in�, whose intercepts with̀appear in this increasing
order, and suppose that(1; 4) and (2; 3) are tangent pairs. Then it is impossible that the first
exit points of2 and3 from the wedgeW (1; 4) are at opposite sides of the wedge.

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that such a configuration exists. Then, except for the respective
points of tangency,3 always lies above2, and4 always lies above1. This implies that if the
first exit point of2 from W (1; 4) lies on4, then the first exit point of3 also has to lie on4,
contrary to assumption. Hence, the first exit point of2 lies on1 and, by symmetric reasoning, the
first exit point of3 lies on4. See Figure 4. Letv14 denote the point of tangency of1 and4. We
distinguish between two cases:

(a)2 passes belowv14 and3 passes abovev14: See Figure 4 (i). In this case, the second intersec-
tion point of1 and2 must lie to the right ofv14, for otherwise2 could not have passed belowv14.
Similarly, the second intersection point of3 and4 also lies to the right ofv14. This also implies
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that2 and4 do not intersect to the left ofv14, and that1 and3 also do not intersect to the left
of v14. Let u13 (resp.,u24) denote the leftmost intersection point of1 and3 (resp., of2 and4),
both lying to the right ofv14. Suppose, without loss of generality, thatu13 lies to the left ofu24.
In this case, the second intersection of1 and2 must lie to the right ofu13. Indeed, otherwise2
would become “trapped” inside the wedgeW (1; 3) because2 cannot cross3 and it has already
crossed1 at two points. The second intersection of3 and4 occurs to the left ofu13. Now, 2
and4 cannot intersect to the left ofu13: 2 does not intersect4 to the left of its first exitw12 fromW (1; 4). To the right ofw12 and to the left ofu13, 2 remains below1, which lies below4.
Finally, to the right ofu13, 2 lies below3, which lies below4 (since it has already intersected4
twice). This implies that2 cannot intersect4 at all, a contradiction, which shows that case (a) is
impossible.

w12 v143421 u13 2341 v14
(i) (ii)

Figure 4. Edges ofG with nested projections: (i)2 passes belowv14 and3 passes abovev14; (ii) both 2 and3 pass
on the same side ofv14.

(b) Both 2 and3 pass on the same side ofv14: Without loss of generality, assume that they pass
abovev14. See Figure 4 (ii). Then2 must cross1 again and then cross4, both within�W (1; 4).
In this case,3 cannot cross1 to the left ofv14, because to do so it must first cross4 again, and
then it would get “trapped” inside the wedgeW (2; 4). But then1 and3 cannot intersect at all:
We have argued that they cannot intersect to the left ofv14. To the right of this point,3 lies above2, which lies above1. This contradiction rules out case (b), and thus completes the proof of the
lemma. 2
Lemma 2.3 Let1; 2; 3; 4 be four curves in�, whose intercepts with̀appear in this increasing
order, and suppose that(1; 3) and (2; 4) are tangent pairs. Then it is impossible that the first
exit point of2 from the wedgeW (1; 3) and the first exit point of3 from the wedgeW (2; 4)
both lie on the bottom sides of the respective wedges, or bothlie on the top sides.

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that such a configuration exists. By symmetry, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that both exit points lie on the bottom sides. That is, the exit pointu12 of2 fromW (1; 3) lies on1 and the exit pointu23 of 3 fromW (2; 4) lies on2. See Figure 5.
By definition,2 and3 do not intersect to the left ofu12. So,u23 occurs to the right ofu12 and, in
fact, also to the right of the second intersection point of1 and2. Again, by assumption,3 and4
do not intersect to the left ofu23. Hence1 and4 also do not intersect to the left ofu23, because1 lies below3. But then1 and4 cannot intersect at all, because to the right ofu23, 4 lies above2, which lies above1. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 2

Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 show that the conditions in Lemma 2.1 hold,soG is planar and bipartite
and thus has at most2n� 4 edges, forn � 3. Hence, we obtain the following.
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u23u1212
34

Figure 5. Edges ofG with partially overlapping projections.

Theorem 2.4 Let� be a family ofn pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas in the plane, i.e., each
pair intersect either in exactly two crossing points or in exactly one point of noncrossing tangency.
Assume also that no three curves of� meet at a common point. Then there are at most2n � 4
tangencies between pairs of curves in�, for n � 3.

2.2 Empty lenses in star-shaped pseudo-circles

The main result of this subsection is:

Theorem 2.5 The number of empty lenses in an arrangement ofn � 3 pairwise intersecting
pseudo-circles, no pair of whicch are tangent and no three concurrent, so that all their interiors
are star shaped with respect to a pointo, is at most2n � 3. This number is 3 forn = 2. Both
bounds are tight in the worst case.

The lower bound, forn = 5, is illustrated in Figure 6. It is easy to generalize this construction
for anyn � 3. The casen = 2 is trivial: A pair of intersecting circles form three empty lenses
(ignoring the unbounded face), of which two are lune-faces and one is a lens-face, containingo.

o
Figure 6. Lower-bound construction: Five circles with a common interior point forming seven empty lenses.

Assume then thatn � 3. At most one empty lens containso. We will show that the number of
empty lenses not containingo is at most2n � 4. By definition, each of these lenses is a lune-face
(whereas the empty lens containingo, if any, is a lens-face).

We deform the pseudo-circles ofC, so as to turn each lune-face into atangencybetween the
two corresponding pseudo-circles. This is easy to do, by deforming the two pseudo-circles bounding
such an empty lens, using the facts that no two empty lenses share an arc or a vertex; see Figure 7 for
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Figure 7. Transforming an empty lens into a tangency.

an illustration. We can deform the pseudo-circles in this manner without losing the star-shapedness
property.

Draw a generic ray� that emanates fromo and does not pass through any vertex ofA(C);
in particular, it does not pass through any empty lens, each now reduced to a point of tangency
between the respective pseudo-circles. Without loss of generality, assume that� has orientation 0,
i.e., it points to the direction of the positivex-axis. Regard each curve ofC as the graph of a function
in polar coordinates, and map the open interval(0; 2�) of orientations onto the real line (e.g., byx = � ot �=2). This transformsC into a collection� of pairwise intersectingpseudo-parabolas,
that is, graphs of totally defined continuous functions, each pair of which intersect exactly twice.
The ray� is mapped to the vertical lines atx = �1.

The problem has thus been reduced to that of bounding the number of tangencies amongn
pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas, no three of whichare concurrent. By Theorem 2.4, the
number of tangencies is at most2n � 4, for n � 3, so the number of lune-faces is at most2n � 4.
This completes the overall inductive proof of the theorem.

2.3 Reduction to pairwise intersecting star-shaped pseudo-circles

LetC be a family ofn pseudo-circles, any two of which intersect each other in twopoints. We refer
to the interiors of these pseudo-circles aspseudo-disks. We bound�(C) by reducing the problem to
a constant number of subproblems, each of which is ultimately reduced to counting the number of
empty lenses in a family of pairwise intersecting star-shaped pseudo-circles. We continue to assume
that the curves inC are in general position, as in the preceding subsection.

We need the following easy observation.

Lemma 2.6 Among any five pseudo-disks bounded by the elements ofC, there are at least three
that have a point in common.

Proof: Indeed, if this were false, then there would exist five pseudo-disks such that any two of them
intersect in an empty lens (in the arrangement of the five corresponding boundary curves), which
would give rise to a forbidden planar drawing ofK5, the complete graph with five vertices.2

The following topological variant of Helly’s theorem [18] was found by Molnár [23]. It can be
proved by a fairly straightforward induction.

Lemma 2.7 Any finite family of at least three simply connected regions in the plane has a nonempty
simply connected intersection, provided that any two of itsmembers have a connected intersection
and any three have a nonempty intersection. Consequently, the intersection of any subfamily of
pseudo-disks bounded by elements ofC is either empty or simply connected and hence contractible.
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Let p � q � 2 be integers. We say that a familyF of sets has the(p; q) propertyif among everyp members ofF there areq that have a point in common. We say that a family of setsF is pierced
by a setT if every member ofF contains at least one element ofT . The setT is often called a
transversalof F . Fix p � q � d + 1. Alon and Kleitman [6] proved that there exists a transversal
of size at mostk = k(p; q; d) for any finite family of convex sets inRd with the (p; q)-property.
Recently, Alonet al.[5] extended this result to any finite familyF of open regions ind-space with
the property that the intersection of every subfamily ofF is either empty or contractible. Their
result, combined with Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, implies the following.

Corollary 2.8 There is an absolute constantk such that any family of pseudo-disks bounded by
pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles can be pierced by at mostk points.

Fix a setO = fo1; o2; : : : ; okg of k points that pierces all pseudo-disks bounded by the elements
of C. LetCi consist of all elements ofC that containoi in their interior, fori = 1; 2; : : : ; k.

It suffices to derive an upper bound on the number of empty lenses formed by pairs of pseudo-
circles belonging to the same classCi, and on the number of empty lenses formed by pairs of
pseudo-circles belonging to two fixed classesCi, Cj . We begin by considering the first case and
then reduce the second case to the first one.

LetC be a family of pseudo-circles, so that any two of them intersect and each of them contains
the origino in its interior. We wish to bound�(C). Obviously, there exists at most one empty
lens-face formed by elements ofC, namely, the face containingo. Therefore, it is sufficient to
bound the number of lune-faces determined byC. Thecombinatorial structureof an arrangement
is its face lattice. We call two arrangementscombinatorially equivalent if the face lattices of their
arrangements are isomorphic. For a facef , we say that an edgee boundingf is pointing inside
(resp.,outside) if f is in the interior (resp., the exterior) of the pseudo-disk whose boundary includese.

We need the following technical lemma to prove the main result.

Lemma 2.9 Let C be a family of pseudo-circles such that all of them have an interior point o
in common. Then the union of any set of pseudo-disks bounded by the elements ofC is simply
connected.

Proof: For anyi 2 C, letDi denote the pseudo-disk bounded byi. Using stereographic projec-
tion, we can map eachDi into a simply connected regionD0i of a sphereS2 touching the plane ato,
where the center of projection is the pointo0 2 S2 antipodal too. Clearly, we haveS2 n [1�i�kD0i = \1�i�k(S2 nD0i):
The setsD0i = S2 n D0i form a collection of pseudo-disks in the “punctured” sphereS2 n fog,
isomorphic to the plane, and they all containo0. Thus, applying Lemma 2.7 (clearly, the intersection
of two pseudo-disks is always connected), we obtain that theright-hand side of the above equation
is simply connected. Therefore,S2 n S1�i�kD0i is also simply connected, which implies that the
union ofC is simply connected. 2

By Lemma 2.9,R2 n SiDi consists of only one (unbounded) cell inA(C). An immediate
corollary of the above lemma is the following.
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Corollary 2.10 Every bounded face ofA(C) has an edge that points inside.

Proof: Let f be a bounded face ofA(C). Denoting bysi andDi, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, the edges off
and the respective pseudo-disks whose boundaries contain these edges, and assuming that everysi
is pointing outside, we obtain thatf lies in the exterior of all pseudo-disksDi, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k.
However, this would imply thatf is a bounded cell of the complement of

S1�i�kDi, contradicting
Lemma 2.9, which states that

S1�i�kDi is a simply connected bounded set. 2
We now prove the main technical result of this subsection.

Lemma 2.11 LetC be a finite family of pseudo-circles in general position, such that all of them
have an interior pointo in common. Then there exists a combinatorially equivalent family C 0 of
pseudo-circles, all of which are star-shaped with respect to o.

23 01o1 o0203~r
(i)

e3 e1
(ii)

e2 �1 �2 �3 �4�5�6
Figure 8. ConvertingC into a star-shaped family by a counterclockwise topological sweep: (i) The original curves; (ii)
The transformed curves.� = (123; 213; 231; 321; 312; 132; 123).
Proof: We perform an “angular” topological sweep ofA(C) with respect too by a semi-infinite arc~r that haso as an endpoint, and intersects, at any time, each pseudo-circle ofC exactly once. The
ordering of the intersections of~r with the members ofC gives a permutation ofC, and the sweep
produces a circular sequence� of permutations, each differing from the preceding one by a swap of
two adjacent elements. We then construct a familyC 0 of pseudo-circles, all of which are star-shaped
with respect too, so that the angular sweep ofA(C 0) by aray emanating fromo produces the same
sequence�; this will imply thatC 0 is combinatorially equivalent toC.

First we show how to construct an initial instance of the curve ~r. Let f1 be the cell ofA(C)
containingo. Clearly, all edges off1 point inside. Start drawing a curve~r from o so that it first
crosses an edgee1 of f1, pointing insidef1. Let f2 denote the cell on the other side ofe1, and lete2 be an edge of this cell pointing inside; clearly,e2 6= e1. Extend~r throughf2 until it crossese2.
Proceeding in this way, we reach, aftern steps, the unique unbounded cellfn+1; see Figure 8(i).
This follows by noting that at each step we exit a different pseudo-disk, and never enter into any
pseudo-disk. Leti 2 C denote the pseudo-circle whose boundary containsei. Clearly, the se-
quence�1 = (1; : : : ; n), wherei is the curve containing the edgeei, is a permutation ofC.

The following claim shows that there always exists a “local”move that advances the sweep of
the curve~r aroundo. It is reminiscent of a similar result given in [20].
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Claim A There exist two consecutive edgesei, ei+1 that are crossed by~r and have a common
endpoint counterclockwise to~r, i.e., the triangular region enclosed byei; ei+1, and ~r is contained
in a face ofA(C) and lies (locally) on the counterclockwise side of~r.~r lkk�1 u~r i+1v iw

(i) (ii)

Tk
Figure 9. (i) el andek have a common endpoint counterclockwise to~r; (ii) advancing the sweep curve.

Proof: Let j(i), for each1 � i � n, denote the index of the first element ofC that intersectsi counterclockwise to~r. Let Ti denote the triangular region bounded byi; j(i); and~r. We say
thatTi is positive(resp.,negative), if j(i) < i (resp.,j(i) > i). Let k be the smallest integer for
which Tk is positive, and putl = j(k); see Figure 9(i). Observe thatTn is positive, sok is well
defined. No curve whose index is greater thank can intersectTk because such a curve would have
to intersectl at more than two points (it has to “enter” and “leave”Tk throughl, but to reach the
entry point it has to crossl once more, counterclockwise toTk). Sincej(l) > l, it follows that ifl = k � 1 thenel andek satisfy the property in the claim. The proof is completed by noting that
this is the only possible case: Ifl < k � 1 thenk�1 cannot exitTk at all, which is impossible.
Indeed,k�1 cannot intersect any curve ofC in the interior ofTk, because thenTk�1 would be
positive, as the index of any curve intersecting the interior of Tk is smaller thank. If k�1 exitsTk
by intersectingl, then againTk�1 would be positive. Finally,k�1 cannot exitTk by crossingk
becausek � 1 6= l = j(k). This contradiction implies thatl = k � 1, and the claim holds withel; ek. 2

Assume thatei andei+1 share an endpointw counterclockwise to~r. Now fix a pair of pointsu; v 2 ~r, close to the points where~r crosses�Ti and lying outsideTi, and continuously sweep the
portion of the curve~r betweenu andv, keeping the other parts fixed, pushing the crossing points
with �Ti towardsw, and finally pull it throughw, so that~r no longer intersectsTi; see Figure 9(ii).
In this new position,~r meetsi+1 before it meetsi. We obtain a new permutation�2, which is the
same as�1 except that the positions ofi andj are swapped.

We repeat the above procedure for the new curve~r. Continuing in this manner, we obtain a
sequence� = (�1; �2; : : : ) of permutations of the elements ofC, corresponding to the different
orders in which~r crosses the curves.

We now construct a family of pseudo-circles that realize thesame sequence� if we sweep
their arrangement by a ray aroundo. This is done similar to the procedure described by Goodman
and Pollack [17] for realizing anallowablesequence by an arrangement of pseudo-lines. Roughly
speaking, we drawn concentric circles�1; �2; : : : ; �n aroundo, and draw a ray�i from o for each
permutation�i in �. If �i+1 is obtained from�i by swappingj andj+1, we erase small arcs of�j and�j+1 near their intersection points with�i+1 and connect the endpoints of the two erased
arcs by two crossing segments; see Figure 8(ii). LetC 0 denote the set ofn curves, obtained by
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modifying the circles�1; : : : ; �n in this manner. By construction, each curve inC 0 is star-shaped
with respect too andC 0 produces the sequence� if we sweep it aroundo with a ray. By induction
on the length of�, one can show thatC andC 0 are combinatorially equivalent, which implies thatC 0 is a family of pseudo-circles, any pair of which intersect inexactly two points. 2

Lemma 2.11 implies that the number of empty lenses inC is the same as that inC 0. Hence, by
Theorem 2.5, we obtain the following.

Corollary 2.12 LetC be a family ofn � 3 pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles in general position
whose common interior is not empty. Then�(C) � 2n� 3. For n = 2, �(C) = 3.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.13 Let C be a family ofn pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles in general position.
Then�(C) = O(n).
Proof: By Corollary 2.8, there exists a partitionfC1; : : : ; Ckg of C into O(1) subsets, so that all
the pseudo-circles inCi contain a pointoi in their common interior, fori = 1; : : : ; k. Corollary 2.12
implies that the number of empty lenses induced by two pseudo-circles within the same familyCi
is at most2jCij � 1, for a total of at most2n� k. It thus remains to consider the case in which the
given family of pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles is the union of two subfamiliesC;C 0, such that
the interiors of all pseudo-circles inC (resp., inC 0) contain a common pointo (resp.,o0). We wish
to bound the number of “bichromatic” empty lenses, i.e., empty lenses inA(C [ C 0) formed by a
pseudo-circle inC and a pseudo-circle inC 0. We may assume that none of the pseudo-circles ofC 0
containso in its interior. Indeed, each pseudo-circle ofC 0 whose interior containso can be added
toC, and every bichromatic empty lens it determines is counted among the empty lenses inA(C),
using Theorem 2.5. Similarly, we may assume that none of the pseudo-circles ofC containso0 in
its interior. Any bichromatic lune-face inA(C [ C 0) must contain eithero or o0, so there can be at
most two such faces. Thus, it suffices to bound the number of bichromaticlens-faces.

Apply an inversion of the plane with respect too. Then each bichromatic lens-face is mapped
into a lune-face, which lies outside the incident pseudo-circle ofC and inside the incident pseudo-
circle ofC 0. Moreover, all the pseudo-circles of both families now containo0 in their interior. Hence,
by Theorem 2.5, the number of these lune-faces (that is, the original lens-faces) is at most2n� 4,
for n � 3; it is 2 for n = 2. Summing this bound over all pairs of sets in the partition, the theorem
follows. 2
2.4 Pairwise nonoverlapping lenses

LetC be a family ofn pairwise-intersecting pseudo-parabolas or pseudo-circles in general position,
and letL be a family of pairwise nonoverlapping lenses inA(C). In this subsection, we obtain the
following bound for the size ofL.

Theorem 2.14 LetC be a family ofn pairwise-intersecting pseudo-parabolas or pseudo-circles in
general position. Then the maximum size of a family of pairwise nonoverlapping lenses inA(C) isO(n4=3).
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We begin by considering the case of pseudo-parabolas; we then show that the other case can be
reduced to this case, using the analysis given in the preceding subsections. We first prove several
lemmas.

Lemma 2.15 Let C and L be as above, and assume further that the lenses inL have pairwise
disjoint interiors. ThenjLj = O(n).
Proof: For each lens� 2 L, let �� denote the number of edges ofA(C) that lie in the interior of�
(i.e., the region bounded by�), and set�L = P�2L ��. We prove the lemma by induction on the
value of�L. If �L = 0, i.e., all lenses inL are empty, then the lemma follows from Theorem 2.13.
Suppose�L � 1.

Let �0 be a lens inL with ��0 � 1, and letK0 be the interior of�0. Let ; 0 2 C be the
pseudo-parabolas forming�0, and letÆ �  andÆ0 � 0 be the two arcs forming�0. Let � 2 C be
a curve that intersectsK0; clearly,� 2 C cannot be fully contained in the interior ofK0, so it must
cross�0. Up to symmetry, there are two possible kinds of intersection between� and�0:

(i) j� \ Æ0j = 2, and� \ Æ = ;.
(ii) � intersects bothÆ andÆ0. In this case, either� intersects each ofÆ; Æ0 at a single point, or it

intersects each of them at two points.

SupposeK0 is crossed by a curve� 2 C of type (i). Let�1 be the lens formed by� and0.
We replace�0 with �1 in L. See Figure 10(i). The new setL0 still consists of lenses with pairwise
disjoint interiors, so in particular the lenses inL0 are still pairwise nonoverlapping. Moreover, the
interior of�1 is strictly contained inK0 and contains fewer edges ofA(C) thanK0, so�L0 < �L.
The lemma now holds by the induction hypothesis. We may thus assume that no curve of type (i)
crossesK0, so all these curves are of type (ii). In this case, we deform or 0, thereby shrinkingK0
to an empty lens between and0. For example, we can replaceÆ0 by an arc that proceeds parallel
to Æ and outsideK0, and connects two points on0 close to the endpoints ofÆ0, except for a small
region where the newÆ0 crossesÆ twice, forming a small empty lens; see Figure 10(ii). Since only
curves of type (ii) crossK0, it is easy to check thatC is still a collection of pairwise-intersecting
pseudo-parabolas. Moreover, since the lenses inL are pairwise nonoverlapping and no pair of them
share an endpoint, the deformation ofÆ0 can be done in such a way that no other lens inL is affected.
The lens�0 is replaced by the new lens�1 formed betweenÆ and the modifiedÆ0. Since��1 = 0,
we have reduced the size of�L, and the claim follows by the induction hypothesis. This completes
the proof of the lemma. 2

A pair (�; �0) of lenses inL is calledcrossingif an arc of� intersects an arc of�0. (Note that
a pair of lenses may be nonoverlapping and yet crossing.) A pair (�; �0) of lenses inL is said to be
nestedif both arcs of�0 are fully contained in the interior of�. LetX be the number of crossing
pairs of lenses inL, and letY be the number of nested pairs of lenses inL.

Lemma 2.16 LetC, L,X andY be as above. ThenjLj = O(n+X + Y ): (1)

Proof: If L contains a pair of crossing or nested lenses, remove one of them fromL. This decreasesjLj by 1 andX + Y by at least 1, so if (1) holds for the newL, it also holds for the original set.
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Figure 10. (i) Replacing�0 by a “smaller” lens if it intersects a type (i) curve. (ii) Shrinking �0 to an empty lens when
it is crossed only by type (ii) curves.

Repeat this step untilL has no pair of crossing or nested lenses. Every pair of lensesin (the new)L
must have disjoint interiors. The lemma is then an immediateconsequence of Lemma 2.15. 2

We next derive upper bounds forX andY . The first bound is easy:

Lemma 2.17 X = O(n2).
Proof: We charge each crossing pair of lenses(�; �0) in L to an intersection point of some arc
bounding� and some arc bounding�0. Since the lenses ofL are pairwise nonoverlapping, it easily
follows that such an intersection point can be charged at most O(1) times (it is charged at most once
if the crossing occurs at a point in the relative interior of arcs of both lenses), and this implies the
lemma. 2

We next derive an upper bound forY , with the following twist:

Lemma 2.18 Let k < n be some threshold integer parameter, and suppose that each lens ofL is
crossed by at mostk curves ofC. ThenY = O(kjLj).
Proof: Fix a lens�0 2 L. Let� 2 L be a lens that contains�0 in its interior, i.e.,(�; �0) is a nested
pair. Pick any pointq on�0 (e.g., its left vertex), and draw an upward vertical ray� from q; � must
cross the upper boundary of�. It cannot cross more thank other curves before hitting� because any
such curve has to cross� (as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2.15, no curve can be fullycontained
in the interior of a lens ofL). Because of the nonoverlap of the lenses ofL and the general position
assumption, the crossing point� \ � uniquely identifies�. This implies that at mostO(k) lenses inL can contain�0, thereby implying that the number of nested pairs of lenses inL isO(kjLj). 2
Proof of Theorem 2.14: Continue to assume thatL is a collection of pseudo-parabolas, and letL
be a family of pairwise nonoverlapping lenses inA(C). Let k be any fixed threshold parameter,
which will be determined later. First, remove fromL all lenses which are intersected by at leastk
curves ofC. Any such lens contains points of intersection of at leastk pairs of curves ofC. Since
these lenses are pairwise nonoverlapping, and there aren(n� 1) intersection points, the number of
such “heavily intersected” lenses is at mostO(n2=k). So, we may assume that each remaining lens
in L is crossed by at mostk curves ofC.
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Draw a random sampleR of curves fromC, where each curve is chosen independently with
probabilityp, to be determined shortly. The expected number of curves inR isnp, and the expected
size jL0j of the subsetL0 of lenses ofL that survive inR (i.e., both curves bounding the lens are
chosen inR) is jLjp2. HereL refers to the set after removal, withinA(C), of the heavily intersected
lenses. The expected numberY 0 of nested pairs(�; �0) in L0 is Y p4 (any such pair must be counted
in Y for the whole arrangement, and its probability of survivingin R is p4). Similarly, the expected
numberX 0 of crossing pairs(�; �0) in L0 is Xp4. By Lemmas 2.16 (applied toA(R)), 2.17, and
2.18, we have jLjp2 � (np+ n2p4 + kjLjp4);
for an appropriate constant. That is, we havejLj(1 � kp2) � �np + n2p2� :
Choosep = 1=(2k)1=2 , to obtainjLj = O(nk1=2 + n2=k). Adding the bound on the number of
heavy lenses, we conclude that the size of the wholeL isjLj = O�nk1=2 + n2k � :
By choosingk = n2=3, we obtainjLj = O(n4=3), thereby completing the proof of the theorem for
the case of pseudo-parabolas.

Suppose next thatC is a collection of pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles. We apply the se-
quence of reductions used in Section 2, and keep track of the “fate” of each lens inL, ensuring
that they remain pairwise nonoverlapping. The transformations effected by Lemma 2.11 and The-
orem 2.13 clearly do not violate this property. Moreover, when we pass to the subcollectionsCi orCi [ Cj, the remaining lenses continue to be pairwise nonoverlapping. Finally, “opening-up” the
pseudo-circles into pseudo-parabolas by cutting them witha ray may destroy some lenses ofL, but
the number of lenses ofL that are cut by the ray is clearly onlyO(n), so we can remove them fromL and consider only the surviving lenses, to which the analysis just presented can be applied.2
2.5 Cutting pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles into pseudo-segments

LetC be a family ofn pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas or pseudo-circles that are not neces-
sarily in general position. (This is the first time that we treat degenerate situations as well.) Recall
that�(C) denotes the minimum number of subarcs into which the curves inC need to be cut so that
any two arcs intersect at most once. As noted, the analysis ofTamaki and Tokuyama [27] implies
that�(C) = O(�(C)). Hence, if the curves inC are in general position, Theorem 2.14 implies that�(C) = O(n4=3).
Remark. For the analysis of [27] to apply, one has to assume that the properties ofC that are needed
for the derivation of a bound on�(C) also hold for any (random) sample ofC. For example, here
we assume that every pair of curves inC intersect, and this clearly holds for any subset ofC. In
later applications similar hereditary behavior also has tobe verified, but we will not do it explicitly,
as it will trivially hold in all cases.

Handling degeneracies. Suppose that the curves inC are in degenerate position. For technical
reasons, we assume that, for the case of pseudo-circles, thecurves arex-monotone. We will first
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deform them into a collection of curves in general position,then apply Theorem 2.14 to obtain the
boundO(n4=3) on �(C 0), for the deformed collectionC 0, then apply the analysis of Tamaki and
Tokuyama to cut the curves ofC 0 intoO(n4=3) pseudo-segments, and finally deform the cut curves
of C 0, together with the cutting points, back to their original position.

In more detail, we proceed as follows. Letp be a point at which at least three curves ofC are
incident or at least two curves ofC are tangent; any number of pairs of curves incident top may
be tangent to each other atp.4 Draw a small axis-parallel rectangle = p centered atp, so that
(i) the interior of does not contain any vertex ofA(C) except forp; (ii) each curve incident top
intersects in exactly two points, which lie on the left and right edges of; and (iii) no curve that
is not incident top intersects. Thex-monotonicity and continuity of the curves ofC are easily
seen to imply that such a exists. For each curve that is incident top, we replace the (connected)
portion of inside by the pair of straight segments connectingp to the two points of \ . See
Figure 11(i).

234 �4�2�3�1�3�2�1�4 p1
(ii)

p44 p3
(i)

p p1p2123
Figure 11. Perturbing arrangements in degenerate position: (i) Straightening the curves in the vicinity of a degenerate
pointp. (ii) Deforming the curves nearp. (Note that2 and3 cross atp, while every other pair is tangent atp.)

For each curvei 2 C passing throughp, let �i (resp.,�i) denote the intersection ofi with the
left (resp., right) edge of. Order the curves incident top as1; : : : ; j , so that�1; : : : ; �j appear
in this increasingy-order along the left edge of. Replacep by a sequence ofj distinct pointsp1; : : : ; pj lying on the vertical line passing throughp, and arranged along it in this decreasingy-order. For eachi = 1; : : : ; j, replace the portion ofi within  by the two straight segments
connecting�i and�i to pi; see Figure 11(ii).

It is easily verified that (i) each pair of original curves that were tangent atp are replaced by
a pair of curves that cross twice within and (ii) each pair of original curves that crossed atp are
replaced by a pair of curves that cross once within. This implies that the resulting curves are
still a family of pairwise-intersecting pseudo-parabolasor x-monotone pseudo-circles, and, with
an appropriate choice of the pointsp1; : : : ; pj, the portions of these curves within are in general
position.

We repeat this perturbation in the neighborhood of each point that is incident to at least three
curves or to at least one tangent pair. The final perturbed collectionC 0 is still a family of pairwise
intersecting pseudo-parabolas orx-monotone pseudo-circles, and they are now in general position.
Applying, as above, the analysis of Tamaki and Tokuyama and Theorem 2.14, we can cut the curves
in C 0 into O(n4=3) pseudo-segments. Moreover, the cuts can be made in such a waythat, for any
curve  incident to a degenerate pointp, its perturbed version0 is cut within the corresponding

4Note that it may be the case that(1; 2) and(1; 3) are two pairs of tangent curves atp, but 2 and3 arenot
tangent; see Figure 11(i).
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surrounding rectanglep only if 0 participates in a lens that is fully contained inp, which is
equivalent to the original curve being tangent to some other curve(s) atp.

Finally, after having cut the perturbed curves, we deform them back to their original positions.
If a perturbed curve0 was cut within some rectanglep, we cut the original curve at the centerp
itself. It is easily verified that the resulting collection of arcs is indeed a family of pseudo-segments.
No two arcs are tangent to each other (in their relative interiors), but an endpoint of an arc may lie
on (the relative interior of) another arc. We summarize thisanalysis in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.19 LetC be a collection ofn pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas orx-monotone
pseudo-circles, not necessarily in general position. Then�(C) = O(n4=3). (x-monotonicity need
not be assumed for pseudo-circles in general position.)

3 Bichromatic Lenses in Pseudo-Parabolas and Their Elimination

In this section we consider the followingbichromaticextension of the problems involving empty
and pairwise-nonoverlapping lenses, which is required as amain technical tool in the analysis of
the general case, treated in Section 5, where not all pairs ofthe given pseudo-circles necessarily
intersect.

We consider in this section only the case of pseudo-parabolas, which is simpler to handle. The
case of pseudo-circles will be treated indirectly in Section 5. Moreover, we return to our initial
assumption that the given curves are in general position. Degenerate cases will be treated later on.
Let � = A [ B be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas in general position, whereA \ B = ; and
each pseudo-parabola ofA intersects every pseudo-parabola ofB twice; a pair of pseudo-parabolas
within A (orB) may be disjoint. A lens formed by a pseudo-parabola belonging toA and another
belonging toB is calledbichromatic.

We first extend Theorem 2.4 to the bichromatic case, and show that the number of empty bichro-
matic lenses, in the setup assumed above, isO(n). Then we obtain a bound ofO(n4=3) on the max-
imum size of a family of bichromatic pairwise nonoverlapping lenses. These results are obtained
by pruning away some curves from�, so that the remaining curves are pairwise intersecting, and no
lens in the family under consideration is lost. More specifically, we proceed as follows.

Theorem 3.1 Let� = A[B be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas in general position, whereA\B =; and each pseudo-parabola ofA intersects every pseudo-parabola ofB twice. Then the number of
empty bichromatic lenses inA(�) isO(n).
Proof: It suffices to estimate the number of empty bichromatic lenses formed by somea 2 A and
by someb 2 B so thata lies aboveb within the lens. The complementary set of empty bichromatic
lenses is analyzed in a fully symmetric manner.

We apply the following pruning process to the curves of�. Let a; a0 be two disjoint curves inA so thata0 lies fully below a. Then no empty bichromatic lens of the kind under consideration
can be formed betweena and any pseudo-parabolab 2 B, because thena0 andb would have to
be disjoint; see Figure 12(i). Hence, we may removea from A without affecting the number of
empty bichromatic lenses under consideration. Similarly,if b andb0 are two disjoint curves inB,
with b lying fully below b0, then, for similar reasons, no empty bichromatic lens of thekind under
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consideration can be formed betweenb and any pseudo-parabolaa 2 A; see Figure 12 (ii). Hence,b may be removed fromB without affecting the number of lenses that we are after.

(i) (ii)

b aa0 b0b a
Figure 12. Discarding one of the nested pseudo-parabolas: (i)a is discarded, (ii)b is discarded.

We keep applying this pruning process until all pairs of remaining curves inA [ B intersect
each other. By Theorem 2.4, the number of empty lenses inA(A[B) isO(n). As discussed above,
this completes the proof of the theorem. 2

In order to bound the maximum number of bichromatic pairwise-nonoverlapping lenses in�,
we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2 Let� = A[B be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas in general position, whereA\B = ;
and each pseudo-parabola ofA intersects every pseudo-parabola ofB twice. LetL be a family of
pairwise-nonoverlapping lenses inA(�) that have pairwise disjoint interiors. ThenjLj = O(n).

Æ aa0 a0a�b b �0
Figure 13. Transforming a lens into an empty lens.

Proof: As earlier, it suffices to estimate the number of lenses inL that are formed by somea 2 A
and by someb 2 B so thata lies aboveb within the lens. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we argue
that if there are two disjoint curvesa; a0 2 A so thata0 lies fully belowa, thena can be pruned away.
Let� 2 L be a lens formed bya and by some curveb 2 B. LetÆ � b be the arc ofb forming�. SincebnÆ lies fully abovea and thus abovea0, the curvea0 must intersectÆ at two points. Replace� by the
lens�0, formed betweena0 andb. Since the lenses inL have disjoint interiors,�0 is not a member
of L, and, after the replacement,L is still a family of bichromatic lenses with pairwise-disjoint
interiors (and thus pairwise nonoverlapping), of the same size. Hence, by applying this replacement
rule to each lens inL formed alonga, we construct a family of pairwise-nonoverlapping lenses in
which no lens is bounded bya, so we deletea from A. Hence, we can assume that all pairs of
curves inA intersect. By applying a symmetric rule for pruning the curves ofB, we can assume
that every pair inB also intersect. Since every two curves in� intersect, the lemma follows from
Theorem 2.4. 2

By proceeding as in Section 2.4 but using the above lemma instead of Lemma 2.15, we obtain
the following result.
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Lemma 3.3 Let� = A[B be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas in general position, whereA\B = ;
and each pseudo-parabola ofA intersects every pseudo-parabola ofB twice. LetL be a family of
pairwise-nonoverlapping bichromatic lenses inA(�). Then the size ofL isO(n4=3).

As a result, we obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.4 Let� = A[B be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas, not necessarily in general position,
whereA \ B = ; and each pseudo-parabola ofA intersects every pseudo-parabola ofB twice.
Then one can cut the curves in� intoO(n4=3) arcs, so that each arc lying on a curve ofA intersects
every arc lying on a curve ofB at most once.

Proof: If the curves are in general position, this is an immediate corollary of the analysis of [27],
in a similar manner to the application in Section 2.5. (As remarked there, we need to verify that the
conditions assumed in the theorem also hold for subsets ofA, B, which is clearly the case.) IfA
andB are in degenerate position, we apply the perturbation scheme used in Section 2.5. It is easily
checked that this scheme maintains the property that each curve inA intersects every curve inB, so
the bound on the number of cuts remainsO(n4=3) in this case too. 2
4 Improving the Tamaki-Tokuyama Bound

In this section we improve the bound of Tamaki and Tokuyama [27] for arbitrary collectionsC of
pseudo-parabolas orx-monotone pseudo-circles, and show that�(C) = O(n8=5) in these cases.

4.1 The case of pseudo-parabolas

Theorem 4.1 Let� be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas (not necessarily in general position). Then�(�) = O(n8=5).
Proof: Let us first assume that the given collection is in general position, and handle the degenerate
case towards the end of the proof, as in the preceding sections. Let� be a collection ofn pseudo-
parabolas in general position, and letL be a family of pairwise nonoverlapping lenses in�. Consider
the graphG = (�; L) as in Section 2.1. We drawG in the plane using the same drawing rule
described in Section 2.1,5 We partition� into two subsets�1;�2 of size at mostdn=2e each so
that for all (1; 2) 2 �1 � �2, �1 lies above�2 . LetG0 be the bipartite subgraph ofG in whichE(G0) = E(G) \ (�1 � �2). ThenjLj � �(�1) + �(�2) + jE(G0)j.

By refining the rule described in Section 2.1 we drawG0 so that the drawings of every pair of
edges inG0 that belong to a cycle of length4 intersect an even number of times. By a result of
Pinchasi and Radoičić [25], a graph onn vertices with this property has at mostO(n8=5) edges. Put�(n) = max� �(�), where the maximum is taken over all sets� of n pseudo-parabolas in general
position. Sincej�1j; j�2j � dn=2e, we obtain the recurrence�(n) � 2� �ln2 m�+O(n8=5);
whose solution is�(n) = O(n8=5). This implies thatjLj = O(n8=5). This, plus the analysis in [27]
implies that�(�) = O(n8=5).

5We make a small technical modification in the statement of therule: the wedgeW (1; 2) is now defined to terminate
on the right at the left intersection point of1 and2 (rather than at their tangency, as in Section 2.1).
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g�3g�2g�1
g�4

f�
Figure 14. Illustrating the refined drawing rule for the plane embedding of G0. The lenses ofL all appear along the
bottommost curve, and each empty circle designates the leftendpoint of a lens, and the apex of the corresponding wedge.

We first describe how to refine the drawing ofG0. The drawing rule of Section 2.1 only specifies
how the edges ofG0 have to “navigate” around intermediate vertices along the vertical line`, but
the rule does not specify the order in which edges emanate from a vertex. Letf� be a vertex of the
drawn graphG0. Let g�1 ; : : : ; g�k be all the vertices abovef� that are connected to it by an edge.
For each1 � i � k, let xi be thex-coordinate of the leftmost intersection point betweenf andgi.
Order thegi’s so thatxi < xj wheneveri < j. We then draw the edges(f; g1); : : : ; (f; gk) so that
they emanate fromf� upward in this clockwise order. See Figure 14.6

Symmetrically, for any given vertexf� let h�1; : : : ; h�m denote all the vertices belowf� that
are connected to it by an edge. Order them, as above, in the left-to-right order of the leftmost
intersection points betweenh1; : : : ; hm andf . We draw the edges(f; h1); : : : ; (f; hm) so that they
emanate fromf� downward in this counterclockwise order. We call two edges of G0 adjacentif
they share an endpoint.

Claim A The drawings of every pair of adjacent edges inG0 cross an even number of times.

Proof: We prove this only for two adjacent edges whose drawings go upward from a common vertexf�; the argument for edges that go downward is fully symmetric.Let the other endpoints of these
edges beg� andh�, and assume, without loss of generality, thath� lies aboveg�.

If the arc(f�; h�) passes to the left ofg�, then the leftmost intersectionvgh betweenh andg is
to the left of the leftmost intersectionvfh betweenh andf (clearly, both intersections exist); see
Figure 15(i). We claim that in this casevfh lies to the left of the leftmost intersectionvfg betweenf andg. Indeed, assume to the contrary thatvfh lies to the right ofvfg. Theng must intersecth
twice to the left ofvfg and then intersectf at least once to the left ofvfg. Moreover, since the lenses(f; g) and(f; h) are nonoverlapping, the rightmost intersectionv0fg of f andg must also lie to the
left of vfh; see Figure 15(i). But then, immediately to the right ofv0fg, the curveg is “trapped” in
the wedgeW (f; h), since it has already intersected each of these curves twice. This contradiction
implies thatvfh lies to the left ofvfg, and our modified drawing rule thus implies that(f�; g�) lies
clockwise to(f�; h�) nearf�. Regarding the two edges as graphs of functions ofy, and using the
mean-value theorem, as in Section 2.1, we conclude that(f�; g�) and (f�; h�) intersect an even
number of times.

If the arc(f�; h�) passes to the right ofg� then the leftmost intersectionvfg of f andg lies to
the left of the leftmost intersectionvfh of f andh. See Figure 15(ii). Then our modified drawing
rule implies that(f�; g�) lies counterclockwise to(f�; h�) nearf�. Arguing as above, this implies
that these two edges intersect an even number of times, thus completing the proof of our claim.2

6Note that in this figure, unlike Figure 2(ii), we do not draw the lenses as tangencies, since they need not be empty.
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vfhf�vfgg� g�
(ii)(i)

f�
h� h�v0fg vfhvgh vfg

Figure 15. Illustrating the proof that adjacent edges ofG0 intersect an even number of times. (i) The case where(f�; h�)
passes to the left ofg�. (ii) The case where(f�; h�) passes to the right ofg�.

Claim B If (f; p; g; q) is a cycle of length four inG0, then the curvesf; p; g, and q are pairwise
intersecting.

Proof: This clearly holds for each pair of curves whose corresponding vertices are adjacent in the
cycle, so the only pairs that need to be analyzed are the pairf; g and the pairp; q. We show thatf; g must intersect each other, and the argument forp; q is similar. Assume to the contrary thatf
andg are disjoint and, without loss of generality, thatf lies always aboveg. Trace the curvep
from left to right. It starts abovef; g and it creates a lens with each off andg. Clearly,p must
first intersectf , but then it cannot intersectg before it intersectsf again, for otherwise the lenses(p; f) and(p; g) would be overlapping. However, afterp intersectsf for the second time, it cannot
intersectg anymore, sincef now separates these two curves. See Figure 16 (i). This contradiction
implies thatf; p; g; q are pairwise intersecting. 2

f�p�g� f�g�
p�

(i) (ii)

Figure 16. (i) All the pairs of curves that correspond to the given 4-cycle must intersect. (ii) The lenses that correspond
to the 4-cycle are all empty relative to the four curvesf; p; g; q.

Claim C If (f; p; g; q) is a cycle of length four inG0, then the four lenses corresponding to the cycle
are empty with respect to the arrangement of these four curves.

Proof: Consider any of these four lenses, say(f; p), and assume that eitherg or q intersects it. Since
the two cases are similar, we only consider the case whereg intersects(f; p). g cannot intersect the
arc of(f; p) that belongs top, for then(f; p) and(g; p) would be overlapping. It follows thatg must
intersect twice the arc of(f; p) that belongs tof ; see Figure 16 (ii). In this case, sinceg starts belowp, g must intersectp once to the left of the lens(f; p) and once to its right, in which case the two
lenses(f; p) and(g; p) are overlapping, a contradiction that implies the claim. 2
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Finally, let (f; p; g; q) be a cycle of length four inG0. By Claim A, the drawings of each of
the four pairs of adjacent edges intersect an even number of times. By Claims B and C, the lenses(f; p) and(g; q) are empty in the family of the four pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolasf; p; g; q.
It now follows from the analysis of Section 2.1 that the drawings of(f; p) and(g; q) intersect an
even number of times. Similarly, we can argue that the drawings of (f; q) and(g; p) intersect an
even number of times, thereby implying that the drawings of every pair of edges in the above cycle
intersect in an even number of times. Hence,jE(G0)j = O(n8=5), by the result in [25].

This completes the proof of the theorem for curves in generalposition. In the degenerate case
we proceed exactly as in Section 2.5, concluding that�(�) = O(n8=5) in these cases too. 2
4.2 The case of pseudo-circles

We next extend Theorem 4.1 to the case ofx-monotonepseudo-circles. The corresponding exten-
sion to the case of arbitrary pseudo-circles remains an openproblem, although we expect it to hold
just as well. LetC be a family ofn x-monotone pseudo-circles. For any closed and boundedx-
monotone Jordan curve in the plane, denote by� (resp.,�) the leftmost (resp., rightmost) point
of , assuming these points to be well defined. The points�; � partition  into two x-monotone
arcs, calledupperandlower arcs and denoted as+; �, respectively; see Figure 17 (i).

(i) (ii)

� +� l#� �r# l" r"+
Figure 17. Converting a pseudo-circle into two pseudo-parabolas.

We convertC into a family of pseudo-parabolas. For each 2 C, we extend its upper arc+
to anx-monotone curve+ by adding a downward (almost vertical) rayl# (resp.,r# ) of sufficiently
large positive (resp., negative) slope from� (resp.,�); all rays emanating from the left (resp., right)
endpoints of the pseudo-circles are parallel. Similarly weextend every� to anx-monotone curve� by attaching upward (almost vertical) raysl" andr" to � and�, respectively. We assume that
the rays are chosen sufficiently steep so that a downward (resp., upward) ray intersects a pseudo-
disk of C only if it lies vertically below (resp., above) the apex of the ray. If x-coordinates of
the left (or right) endpoints are are not all distinct, then we draw the rays as earlier, but they have
slightly different slopes. For example, we draw the rays�# as follows. We sort the left endpoints of
all the curves inC in nondecreasing order of theirx-coordinates. If two endpoints have the samex-coordinates, then we sort them in nonincreasing order of their y-coordinates. If two curves have
the same left endpoint, i.e., they are tangent at their left endpoints and one of the curves lies inside
the other, then the left endpoint of the outer curve appears first. Let�� be the resulting sequence of
left endpoints. We choose a sufficiently large slope�, as above, and a sufficiently small parameterÆ. For theith left endpoint� in �, we draw a downward rayl# of slope� + i". The interiors of
these rays are pairwise disjoint, and they are parallel for all practical purposes. We do the same for
the other three types of rays to handle degeneracies. We now prove that the resulting curves form a
family of pseudo-parabolas.
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Lemma 4.2 LetC be a finite family ofx-monotone pseudo-circles. Then� = f+ ; � j  2 Cg is
a family of pseudo-parabolas.

Proof: For simplcity we prove the lemma for the case in which thex-coordinates of the extremal
points on the curves ofC are all distinct. With a little care, the proof can be extended to the general
case. Leta andb be two pseudo-circles inC. We first prove that+a and+b intersect in at most two

points. For simplicity, for a curve 2 C, we will usel; r to denote the raysl# andr# , respectively.
Without loss of generality assume that�a lies to the left of�b; then the rayla does not intersect+b .
There are three cases to consider:

Case (A):�b lies to the right of�a: In this case the only intersection between+a and+b is
between the rayslb andra (see Figure 18 (A)). a+b+

(B.2)

a+ b+
(A)

a+ a+b+ b+
(B.1) a+b+

(C.3)

a+b+
(C.2)

a+b+
(C.1)

a+ b+
(B.3)

Figure 18. Two extended upper arcs intersect at most twice: (A)�a lies to the left of�b; (B) �b lies abovea+: (B.1)a+; b+ intersect at two points or they intersect at one point but�b lies to the right of�a; (B.2)a+ andb+ intersect at one
point and�b lies to the left of�a; (B.3) a+ andb+ do not intersect. (C)�b lies belowa+: (C.1)a+ andb+ intersect at
two points and�b lies to the left of�a; (C.2)a+ andb+ intersect at one point; (C.3)a+ andb+ do not intersect.

Case (B):�b lies abovea+. In this caselb intersectsa+, so we show that there is at most one
additional intersection point between+a and+b . If a+ andb+ intersect at two points or ifa+ andb+ intersect at one point but�b lies to the right of�a, thena andb intersect in at least four points
(see Figure 18 (B.1)), contradicting the assumption thatC is a family of pseudo-circles. Ifa+ andb+ intersect at one point and�b lies to the left of�a (and, necessarily, belowa+), then neitherra
intersects+b (ra lies to the right ofb+) nor rb intersects+a (rb lies belowa+); see Figure 18 (B.2).
Hence, there are only two intersection points between+a and+b .

If a+ andb+ do not intersect, thenra cannot intersect+b , as it lies belowb+. Hence, onlyrb
may intersect+a (if �a lies to the right of�b), thereby showing that there are at most two intersection
points between+a and+b ; see Figure 18 (B.3).

Case (C):�b lies belowa+. In this caselb does not intersecta+. If a+ intersectsb+ at two
points and�b lies to the right of�a, thena andb intersect in at least four points, a contradiction (the
situation is similar to that shown in Figure 18 (B.1)). If they intersect at two points but�b lies to
the left of�a, then neitherra intersectsb+ norrb intersectsa+, so there are at most two intersection
points between+a ; +b ; see Figure 18 (C.1).

If a+ andb+ intersect at one point, thenra cannot intersect+b (see Figure 18 (C.2)), so the
number of intersection points between+a and+b is easily seen to be at most two. Finally, ifa+
andb+ do not intersect, then there is at most one intersection between+a and+b , namely betweenra andb+ (if �b lies to the right of�a); see Figure 18 (C.3).

Hence, in all cases, there are at most two intersection points between+a and+b . A symmetric
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argument shows that�a and�b also intersect at most twice. Finally, a similar case analysis, de-
picted in Figure 19, shows that�a and+b also intersect at most twice. We leave it to the reader to
fill in the fairly straightforward details, similar to thosegiven above. 2a+ b�

(A) (B.1)

a+
(B.2)

b� a+b�
(B.3)a+ a+b� b�

(C.3)

a+b�
(C.2)

a+b�
(C.1)

b�a+
Figure 19. An extended upper arc and an extended lower arc intersect at most twice: (A)�a lies to the left of�b; (B)�b lies abovea+: (B.1) a+; b� intersect at two points; (B.2)a+ andb� intersect at one point; (B.3)a+ andb� do not
intersect. (C)�b lies belowa+: (C.1)a+ andb� intersect at two points (an impossible configuration); (C.2) a+ andb�
intersect at one point; (C.3)a+ andb� do not intersect.

Theorem 4.3 Let C be an arbitrary family ofn x-monotone pseudo-circles in the plane. Then�(C) = O(n8=5).
Proof: Assume first that the curves inC are in general position. LetL be a family of pairwise-
nonoverlapping lenses inC. We convertC into a family� = f+ ; � j  2 Cg of 2n pseudo-
parabolas, as described above. There are at most2n lenses inL that contain�; � of a curve 2 C
on its boundary, as the lenses inL are nonoverlapping. Any remaining lens lies on the upper or the
lower arc of a pseudo-circle inC, and therefore it lies in the transformed collection� of pseudo-
parabolas. By Theorem 4.1, the number of such lenses isO(n8=5). Hence,jLj = O(n8=5), which
implies the claim for curves in general position. The case ofdegenerate position is handled exactly
as in Section 2.5. 2
5 Curves with 3-Parameter Algebraic Representation

In this section we further improve the bound obtained in the previous section, and derive a bound
close ton3=2 for a few important special cases, in which the curves possess what we term as a3-parameter algebraic representation. As in Sections 2 and 4, we first prove the bound for pseudo-
parabolas and then reduce the case of pseudo-circles to thatof pseudo-parabolas.

5.1 The case of pseudo-parabolas

Let� be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas. We say that� has a3-parameter algebraic representation
if � is a finite subset of some infinite familyP of curves so that each curve 2 P can be represented
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by a triple of real parameters(�; �; �), which we regard as a point� 2 R3 , so that the following
three conditions are satisfied.

(AP1) For each pointq in the plane, the locus of all curves inP that pass throughq is, under the
assumed parametrization, a 2-dimensional surface patch inR3 , which is a semialgebraic set
of constant description complexity, i.e., it is defined as a Boolean combination of a constant
number of polynomial equations and inequalities of constant maximum degree. For any two
distinct pointsp and q in the plane, the locus of all curves inP that pass through bothp
andq is, under the assumed parametrization, a1-dimensional semialgebraic curve of constant
description complexity.

(AP2) For each curve 2 P, the set of all curvesg 2 P that intersect maps to a3-dimensional
semialgebraic setK of constant description complexity. The boundary ofK , denoted by� , is the locus of all curves inP that are tangent to (and, being pseudo-parabolas, do not
meet at any other point);� partitionsR3 into two regions, one of which isK and the other
consists of points representing curves that are disjoint from .

(AP3) Each curve inP is a semialgebraic set of constant description complexity in the plane, and
the familyP is closed under translations.

We remark that condition (AP1) is not needed for obtaining bounds on�(�) and�(�). It is
used for obtaining improved bounds for the number of incidences between points and the curves in�, and for the complexity of many faces inA(�); see Section 6 for details. The class ofvertical
parabolas, given by equations of the formy = ax2 + bx + , is an example of pseudo-parabolas
having a3-parameter algebraic representation, where each parabolais represented by the triple of
its coefficients.

Suppose then thatP is a fixed collection of pseudo-parabolas that have a 3-parameter algebraic
representation, and let� � P be a family ofn pseudo-parabolas.

Our plan of attack, similar to those employed in [7, 8], is to decompose theintersection graphH
of � (whose edges represent all intersecting pairs of curves in�) into a union of complete bipartite
graphsfAi � Bigi, so that, for eacha 2 Ai, b 2 Bi, a intersectsb. We then use Theorem 3.4 to
derive an upper bound on the number of cuts needed to eliminate all bichromatic lenses inAi �Bi.
We repeat this process for each complete bipartite graphAi � Bi, and add up the numbers of cuts
to derive the overall bound on�(�).

In more detail, we proceed as follows. Let�� = f� j  2 �g, and�̂ = f� j  2 �g. We
describe a recursive scheme to generate the desired bipartite decomposition of the intersection graph
of �. At each step, we have two familiesA;B � �, of sizem andn, respectively. Let�(A;B)
denote the minimum number of cuts needed to eliminate all bichromatic lenses inA(A [ B). Set�(m;n) = max �(A;B) where the maximum is taken over all families ofm andn pseudo-
parabolas ofP, respectively. Set�(m) = �(m;m). We need to introduce a few concepts before
beginning with the analysis of�(m).

For any constant integerq, let �q(r) denote the maximum length of Davenport-Schinzel se-
quences of orderq composed ofr symbols [26]. Put�q(r) = �q(r)=r. In what follows, we
sometimes drop the parameterq, and write�q(r) simply as�(r). Assumingq to be even, we have�q(r) = 2O(�(r)(q�2)=2), where�(r) is the extremely slowly growing inverse Ackermann function.
See [26] for more details. Let� � R3 be a simply connected region of constant description com-
plexity. For a setG of surfaces inR3 , we define the conflict listG� � G with respect toG to be
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the set of surfaces that intersect� but do not contain� . Each surface inG� either crosses� , or it is
tangent to� .

Lemma 5.1 For anym;n and for any given parameter1 � r � minfm1=3; ng,�(m;n) � r3�q(r) h��mr3 ; nr �+O((m+ n)4=3)i ; (2)

whereq is a constant that depends on the familyP, and is an absolute constant.

Proof: Let A;B � P be two families ofm andn pseudo-parabolas, respectively. LetB̂ = f�b jb 2 Bg. For a parameter1 � r � n, a(1=r)-cutting� of the arrangementA(B̂) is a decomposition
of R3 into relatively open and simply connected cells of dimensions0; 1; 2; 3, each having constant
description complexity, so that the size of the conflict listof each cell with respect tôB is at mostn=r. Since each�b is a two-dimensional algebraic set of constant descriptioncomplexity, it follows
from the results in [2, 3] that there exists a(1=r)-cutting� of sizeO(r3�q(r)), whereq is 2 plus
the maximum numbers0 = s0(1; 2; 3; 4), over all quadruples of curves1; 2; 3; 4 in P, of
vertical lines` that pass through both intersection curves�1 \ �2 and �3 \ �4 in R3 . More
precisely,s0(1; 2; 3; 4) is the number of connected components of the union of all these vertical
lines; equivalently, it is the number of connected components of the intersection of the vertical
projections of�1 \ �2 and�3 \ �4 .

We construct such a(1=r)-cutting� of B̂. For each cell� 2 �, letA� = f 2 A j � 2 �g.
If jA�j > m=r3, we cut� further into subcells (e.g., by planes parallel to some generic direction),
each containing at mostm=r3 points. The number of cells remain asymptoticallyO(r3�q(r)). For
each (new) cell�, let ~B� = fb 2 B j � � Kbg, i.e., any curve in~B� intersects all curves ofA�
(if � � �Kb, thenb is tangent to all curves inA�), and letB� be the set of curves corresponding
to the conflict list of� with respect toB̂.

It follows by construction that�(A;B) � X�2�[�(A�; B�) + �(A�; ~B�)℄:
Since every pair of pseudo-parabolas inA� � ~B� intersect, by Theorem 3.4,�(A�; ~B�) =O((jA�j + j ~B�j)4=3) = O((m + n)4=3). SincejA�j � m=r3 and jB�j � n=r (the latter in-
equality holds for the original cells of�, before any cell with two many points ofA� has been split,
and it thus also holds for each split cell), we have�(A�; B�) � �(m=r3; n=r). This completes the
proof of the lemma. 2

Flipping the roles ofA andB, i.e., mappingB to a set of points andA to a set of surfaces inR3 , and applying the same decomposition scheme, we obtain�(m;n) � r3�q(r) h��mr ; nr3�+O((m+ n)4=3)i : (3)

Substituting (3) into the right-hand side of (2), we obtain�(m) � 2r6�2q (r)��mr4�+O(m4=3r6�2q (r)):
Choosingr = m1=36, we obtain�(m) � 1m1=6�2q (m)) � �(m8=9) + 1m3=2�2q (m) (4)
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for an appropriate constant1 � 1. We claim that the solution of this recurrence is�(m) � m3=2(logm)0 log �q(m) (5)

where0 � 1 is a sufficiently large constant. This can be proved by induction onm, as follows. We
may assume that (5) holds for allm � m0, wherem0 is a sufficiently large constant that satisfies(logm)0 log �q(m) � 21�2q (m) for all m > m0. Plugging (5) into (4), we obtain, form > m0,�(m) � 1m1=6�2q (m)m4=3 �log(m8=9)�0 log �q(m) + 1m3=2�2q (m)� 1m3=2(logm)0 log �q(m)�2q (m)�89�0 log �q(m) + 1m3=2�2q (m)� m3=2(logm)0 log �q(m) �1�2+0 log(8=9)q (m) + 12�� 1m3=2(logm)0 log �q(m);
provided that the constant0 is chosen sufficiently large. This establishes the induction step and
thus proves (5). Recall that�q(n) = 2O(�s(n)), where�(n) is the inverse Ackermann function ands = d(q � 2)=2e is a constant. Putting�s(n) = (log n)O(�s(n))
and using the fact that, initially,jAj; jBj � n, we obtain the following main result of this section:

Theorem 5.2 LetP be a collection of pseudo-parabolas that admits a 3-parameter algebraic repre-
sentation. Then�(�) = O(n3=2�s(n)), for any subset� of n elements ofP, and for some constant
parameters that depends on the algebraic representation of the curves inP.

Remark. In what follows, we will sometimes raise�s(n) to some fixed power, or multiply it by
a polylogarithmic factor, or replacen by some fixed power ofn. These operations do not change
the asymptotic form of the expression—they merely affect the constant of proportionality in the
exponent. For the sake of simplicity, we use the notation�s(n) to denote these modified expressions
as well. We allow ourselves this freedom because we stronglybelieve that the factor�s(n) is just
an esoteric artifact of our analysis, and has nothing to do with the real bound, which we conjecture
to beo(n3=2).
5.2 The case of vertical parabolas

As a first application of Theorem 5.2, consider the familyV of vertical parabolas, each of which is
given by an equation of the formy = ax2+bx+. Every vertical parabola has a natural 3-parameter
representation, by the triple(a; b; ) of its coefficients, andV trivially satisfies (AP3).

For a fixed pointp = (�; �) 2 R2 , the set of vertical parabolasy = �x2 + �x + � passing
throughp is the plane �2� + �� + � = �;
which is obviously a two-dimensional semialgebraic set of constant description complexity. Sim-
ilarly, the locus of parabolas that pass through two distinct points p; q is either empty or a 1-
dimensional curve of constant description complexity. Thus (AP1) is satisfied.
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Finally, for a fixed parabola : y = ax2 + bx+ , another vertical parabolay = �x2 + �x+ �
is tangent to if and only if (� � b)2 � 4(� � a)(� � ) = 0:
Hence, the surface� is given by the equation(�2 � 4��)� 2b� + 4� + 4a� + (b2 � 4a) = 0; (6)

which is a quadric inR3 , and thus (AP2) is also satisfied. In order to estimate the value of s =ds0=2e, recall thats0 satisfies the following condition: Given any four curves1; : : : ; 4 2 P,
there are at mosts0 intersection points between the��-projections of the intersection curves�12 =�1 \ �2 and�34 = �3 \ �4 .

It follows from (6) that the intersection curve�12 of two surfaces�1 and�2 is a planar curve,
whose projection on the��-plane (� = 0) is a quadric. Hence, the projections of�12 and�34 on the��-plane intersect in at most four points, implying thats0 � 4 ands � 2. (These bounds also apply
in case of partial overlap between the projections.) Letting�(n) = �2(n) = (log n)O(�2(n));
we obtain the following.

Theorem 5.3 Let� be a set ofn vertical parabolas in the plane; then�(�) = O(n3=2�(n)).
5.3 The case of pseudo-circles

We now prove a nearn3=2-bound on the maximum number of pairwise-nonoverlapping lenses for
a few special classes of pseudo-circles. In addition to the condition of3-parameter algebraic rep-
resentation, which we define in a slightly different manner,we also require, as in Section 4, that
the pseudo-circles bex-monotone. We say that an infinite familyC of x-monotone pseudo-circles
has a3-parameter algebraic representationif every curve can be represented by a triple of real
parameters(�; �; �), which we regard as a point� 2 R3 , so that the following three conditions are
satisfied.

(AC1) For each pointq in the plane, the locus of all curves inC that pass throughq is, under the
assumed parametrization, a 2-dimensional semialgebraic set�q of constant description com-
plexity. For any two distinct pointsp andq in the plane, the locus of all curves inC that pass
through bothp andq is, under the assumed parametrization, a1-dimensional semialgebraic
curve of constant description complexity.

(AC2) For each curve 2 C, the locus of all curvesg 2 C whose upper (resp., lower) arc intersects
the upper arc+ of  at two points is a3-dimensional semialgebraic setK++ (resp.,K�+) of
constant description complexity. The same also holds for the lower arc� of .

(AC3) Each curve inC is a semialgebraic set of constant description complexity in the plane, and
the familyC is closed under translations.

LetC be a family ofx-monotone pseudo-circles having a 3-parameter algebraic representation,
and letC � C be a subset ofn pseudo-circles. We replaceC by the collection� = f+; � j
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 2 Cg, which by Lemma 4.2, is a collection of pseudo-parabolas. ByTheorem 5.2,�(�) =O(n3=2�s(n)), for an appropriate constant parameters. We now cut the curves inC at the same
points where their top or bottom boundaries have been cut in�, and, in addition, cut each curve 2 C at the two extreme points�; �. It follows trivially that the resulting subarcs form a collection
of pseudo-segments. We thus have:

Theorem 5.4 LetC be a collection of pseudo-circles that satisfies (AC1)–(AC3). Then�(C) =O(n3=2�s(n)), for any subsetC ofn elements ofC, and for some constant parameters that depends
onC.

5.4 The case of circles

The most obvious application of Theorem 5.4 is to the familyC of all circles in the plane.C
trivially satisfies condition (AC3). We map each circle : (x � �)2 + (y � �)2 = �2 to the point� = (�; �; �) 2 R3 . The set of points� = (�; �; �) 2 R3 corresponding to circles that pass
through a fixed pointp = (�; �) is the region�p = f(�; �; �) j (� � �)2 + (� � �)2 = �2g;
which is a 2-dimensional cone in 3-space. Moreover, using a standard transformation [14], we can
map these surfaces into planes, without changing the incidence pattern between points and surfaces.
Similarly, the locus of circles that pass through two distinct pointsp; q is, in the new representation,
the line of intersection of the two corresponding planes. Hence, (AC1) is satisfied.

Concerning condition (AC2), it is straightforward to verify that the set of (points inR3 repre-
senting) circles that satisfy the condition that their upper arc, say, intersect the upper arc of a fixed
given circle at two points, is a semialgebraic set of constant description complexity (an explicit ex-
pression for this set is given in Appendix A). However, naı̈ve calculations that exploit this condition
to derive a recurrence similar to that in Lemma 5.1, yield (bounds on the) constantss0 ands that
are somewhat high. Using a more sophisticated, but somewhattedious, analysis, one can lower the
constants tos0 = 4 ands = 2. The details of this analysis are given in Appendix A.

Writing, as above,�(n) for �2(n), we thus obtain:

Theorem 5.5 LetC be a set ofn circles in the plane; then�(C) = O(n3=2�(n)).
5.5 The case of homothetic copies of a strictly convex curve

Theorem 5.4 can also be applied to the familyC of homothetic copies of a fixed strictly convex curve0 having constant description complexity. First, as alreadynoted in [21],C is indeed a family of
pseudo-circles (this does not necessarily hold if0 is not strictly convex). Clearly, condition (AC3)
is satisfied. Each homothetic copy of0 has the form(�; �) + �0 � f(�; �) + �(x; y) j (x; y) 2 0g;
for some triple of real parameters�; � 2 R, � 2 R+ . We represent each copy by the corresponding
triple (�; �; �) 2 R3 . Condition (AC1) is easy to establish: For a fixed pointp, the conditionp 2 (�; �) + �0 is equivalent to1�(p� (�; �)) 2 0, which clearly defines a semialgebraic surface
patch of constant description complexity.
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For a pairp; q of distinct points, each homothetic copy of0 that passes throughp andq satisfies1�(p�(�; �)) 2 0, 1�(q�(�; �)) 2 0. Hence(p�q)=� is a chord of0. Since�0 is strictly convex,
for each fixed� there is auniquechord equal to(p � q)=�, so�; � are also uniquely determined.
Hence the locus of copies of0 that pass throughp andq is a 1-dimensional curves, which clearly
has constant description complexity. `1`

1w w0
Figure 20. Upper arcs of two homothetic copies of0 intersecting at two points.

Establishing condition (AC2) is a bit more technical. For a fixed homothetic copy1 = (�; �; �)
of 0, the condition that another homothetic copy = (�; �; �) be such that, say, its upper arc meets
the upper arc of1 at two points, can be expressed by the following predicate:

There existw;w0 2 R2 such thatfw;w0g = 1 \  and each ofw;w0 lies above both
lines `1 and `, where`1 (resp.,`) is the line connecting the leftmost and rightmost
points of1 (resp.,).

See Figure 20. Using the fact that0 is a semialgebraic set of constant description complexity,it
follows that the above predicate also defines a semialgebraic set of constant description complexity;
see [9, 10] for properties of real semialgebraic sets that imply this claim. Theorem 5.4 thus implies
the following.

Theorem 5.6 Let 0 be a convex curve of constant description complexity, and let C be a set ofn
homothetic copies of0. Then�(C) = O(n3=2�s(n)), for some constants that depends on0.
6 Applications

The preceding results have numerous applications to problems involving incidences, many faces,
levels, distinct distances, and results of the Gallai-Sylvester type, which extend (and also slightly
improve) similar applications obtained for the case of circles in [1, 7, 8].

6.1 Levels

Given a collectionC of curves, thelevelof a pointp 2 R2 is defined to be the number of intersection
points between the relatively-open downward vertical ray emanating fromp and the curves ofC.
Thekth levelofA(C), for a fixed parameterk, is the (closure of the) locus of all points on the curves
of C, whose level is exactlyk. Thek-level consists of portions of edges ofA(C), delimited either
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at vertices ofA(C) or at points that lie above anx-extremal point of some curve. The complexity
of thek-level is the number of edge portions that constitute the level.

The main tool for establishing bounds on the complexity of levels in arrangements of curves is
an upper bound, given by Chan [11, Theorem 2.1], on the complexity of a level in an arrangement
of extendiblepseudo-segments, which is a collection ofx-monotone bounded curves, each of which
is contained in some unboundedx-monotone curve, so that the collection of these extensionsis a
family of pseudo-lines (in particular, each pair of the original curves intersect at most once).

Chan showed that the complexity of a level in an arrangement of m extendible pseudo-segments
with � intersecting pairs isO(m+m2=3�1=3). Chan also showed that a collection ofm x-monotone
pseudo-segments can be turned, by further cutting the givenpseudo-segments into subsegments,
into a collection ofO(m logm) extendible pseudo-segments.

Thus, the bounds on�(n) lead to the following result (where, in part (b), the extra logarithmic
factor incurred in turning our pseudo-segments into extendible pseudo-segments, as well as the
power2=3 to which we raise the number of pseudo-segments, are absorbed in the factor�s(n)).
Theorem 6.1 (a) LetC be a set ofn pseudo-parabolas orn x-monotone pseudo-circles. Then the
maximum complexity of a level inA(C) isO(n26=15 log2=3 n).

(b) If, in addition,C admits a 3-parameter algebraic representation that satisfies (AP1)–(AP3)
for the case of pseudo-parabolas, or (AC1)–(AC3) for the case of pseudo-circles, then the maximum
complexity of a single level isO(n5=3�s(n)), wheres is a constant that depends on the algebraic
representation of the curves inC; s = 2 for circles and vertical parabolas.

(c) If all curves inC are pairwise intersecting, then the bound improves toO(n14=9 log2=3 n)
(with no further assumption on these curves).

Remark. Recently, Chan [11] has studied the complexity of levels in arrangements of graphs of
polynomials of constant maximum degrees � 3. His bound relies on cutting the given graphs into
subarcs that constitute a collection of pseudo-segments, which is achieved by repeated differenti-
ation of the given polynomials, eventually reducing to the problem of cutting an arrangement of
pseudo-parabolas (actually, of pseudo-parabolic arcs) into pseudo-segments. In the earlier confer-
ence version of his paper, the bound on the number of the desired cuts was obtained by applying
the Tamaki-Tokuyama result as a “black box.” In the new version Chan uses a more sophisticated
variant of the Tamaki-Tokuyama technique, which leads to improved bounds on the number of cuts.
It is not clear whether our new bounds can be used to further improve his new bounds.

The above theorem implies the following result in the area ofkinetic geometry, which improves
upon an earlier bound given in [27]. This problem was one of the motivations for the initial study
of Tamaki and Tokuyama [27].

Corollary 6.2 Let P be a set ofn points in the plane, each moving along some line with a fixed
velocity. For each timet, let p(t) andq(t) be the pair of points ofP whose distance is the median
distance at timet. The number of times in which this median pair changes isO(n10=3�(n)). The
same bound applies to any fixed quantile.
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6.2 Incidences and marked faces

LetC be a set ofn curves in the plane, and letP be a set ofm points in the plane. Two closely related
and widely studied problems concern two kinds of interaction betweenC andP : (i) Assuming that
the points ofP lie on curves ofC, let I(C;P ) denote the number ofincidencesbetweenP andC,
i.e., the number of pairs(; p) 2 C � P such thatp 2 . (ii) Assuming that no point ofP lies on
any curve ofC, letK(C;P ) denote the sum of the complexities of the faces ofA(C) that contain
at least one point ofP ; the complexity of a face is the number of edges ofA(C) on its boundary.
The results in [1, 8] imply the following bounds.

Lemma 6.3 LetC be a set ofn curves in the plane, and letP be a set ofm points in the plane.
ThenI(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m+ �(C)); K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 + �(C) log2 n):
Hence, Theorems 3.4, 4.3, 5.2, and 5.4 imply the following.

Theorem 6.4 (a) LetC be a set ofn pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles, andP a set ofm points
in the plane. ThenI(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m+ n4=3); K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 + n4=3 log2 n):
(b) LetC be a set ofn pseudo-parabolas orn x-monotone pseudo-circles, andP a set ofm points
in the plane. ThenI(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m+ n8=5); K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 + n8=5 log2 n):
We note that these bounds are worst-case tight when the first term dominates the last term, which is
the case whenm is larger thann or n log3 n in part (a), and larger thann7=5 or n7=5 log3 n in part
(b).

Similarly, if C is a set ofn pseudo-parabolas orn x-monotone pseudo-circles that are not
pairwise intersecting but admit a 3-parameter algebraic representation with corresponding param-
eters, as above, then we can obtain the following bounds by plugging Theorems 3.4 and 4.3 into
Lemma 6.3.I(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m+ n3=2�s(n)); K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 + n3=2�s(n)): (7)

As above, these bounds are worst-case tight whenm is sufficiently large (larger than roughlyn5=4)
[1, 8]. We can improve these bounds for smaller values ofm, by exploiting properties (AP1) or
(AC1) of the definition of 3-parameter algebraic representation, following the approaches in [1, 8].
We describe the argument for the case of incidences and briefly discuss how to handle the case of
marked faces.

We map the pseudo-circles 2 C to points� in R3 , and the points inP to surfaces�p in R3 ,
so that incidences between points and curves correspond to incidences between the dual surfaces
and points, and so that one halfspace bounded by the surface�p corresponds to pseudo-circles that
contain the pointp in their interior. LetP � be the resulting set of surfaces inR3 , and letC� be the
resulting set of points inR3 .

We fix a parameterr > 1. Roughly speaking, as in [1, 8], we wish to compute a(1=r)-cutting
of P �. However, since we are dealing with an arrangement of surfaces instead an arrangement of
planes, a(1=r)-cutting forP � is not a cell complex and the incidence structure betweenC� andP �
is more involved. Consequently we rely on a random-samplingargument similar to the one in [13].
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Sampling lemma. For a subsetR � P �, we define a partition� = �(R) of R3 into relatively
open and simply connected0-, 1-, 2-, and3-dimensional cells, which is very similar to the verti-
cal decomposition ofA(R) [13, 15]. Specifically, we add all vertices and edges ofA(R) into �.
For each (open)2-facef of A(R), we compute the vertical decompositionf� of f , as described
in [13], and add the relatively open edges and pseudo-trapezoids to�. (The newly created vertices,
which lie on the edges off , are not added to�.) Finally, for each (open)3-face� of A(R), we
compute its vertical decomposition as described in [13], and we add the vertical edges,2-faces, and3-dimensional pseudo-prisms to�; none of these cells lie in any surface ofR. Let�A � � be the
set of vertices and edges ofA(R), which were added to�, let�E � � be the set of1-dimensional
cells that lie in exactly one surface ofR, and let�2 � � be the set of vertical edges that were added
to � in the last step. For each cell� 2 �, letC� = f 2 C j � 2 �g, P� = fp 2 P j p� 2 P ��g,
whereP �� is the conflict list of� (with respect toP �), and ~P� = fp 2 P j � � p�g. Setn� = jC�j,m� = jP�j, and ~m� = j ~P�j. The result in [15] implies thatj�j = O(r3�q(r)), where�q(r) is the function defined in Section 5.1.

Lemma 6.5 For a given parameterr > 1, there exists a setR � P � of O(r) surfaces with the
following properties:

(i)
X�2�n2=3� = n andm� � mr log r, for any� 2 �.

(ii)
P�2�A ~m� = O(mr2).

(iii) ~m� � mr log r, for any� 2 �E [ �2.

Proof: We choose a random subsetR � P � of sizer, for a sufficiently large constant parameter, where each subset is chosen with equal probability. Since� is a partition ofR3 ,
P� n� = n.

By the theory of"-nets, an appropriate choice of guarantees that, with high probability,m� �(m=r) log r, for any� 2 � [19]. This proves part (i). As for (ii), observe that ifp 2 ~P�, for a
vertex or edge� inA(R), then� is also a vertex or an edge, respectively, in the arrangementof the
intersection curvesfp� \ r� j r� 2 Rg. Since this arrangement hasO(r2) vertices and edges, the
bound in part (ii) follows. A vertical edge� 2 �2 does not lie in any surface ofR, therefore by the
theory of"-nets and with an appropriate choice of, ~m� � (m=r) log r with high probability, for
all such�’s. Similarly, one can argue that~m� � (m=r) log r for each cell� 2 �E , as such a cell
lies in exactly one surface ofR. See [13, 19] for details. This completes the proof of the lemma.2
Bounding incidences. Let R be a subset ofP � satisfying the conditions of Lemma 6.5. We
compute� as defined above. ThenI(C;P ) = X�2� I(C�; P�) + I(C�; ~P�):
Since each point in~P� lies on every curve inC� and two curves inC intersect in at most two
points, ~m� > 2 implies thatn� � 1. Hence,I(C�; ~P�) = O(n� + ~m�);
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Note that
P� n� = n, ~m� = 0 for any 3-dimensional cell� 2 �, and ~m� � 1 for any 2-

dimensional cell� 2 � because, by conditions (AC1) and (AP1), two surfaces intersect along a1-dimensional curve. Hence,X�2� I(C�; ~P�) = O(n+mr2�q(r) log r):
In order to bound

P� I(C�; P�), we refine the cells of� as follows. Ifn� > n=(r3�q(r)) for
a cell� 2 �, we split it further so that each new cell contains at mostn=(r3�q(r)) points. The
number of refined cells in the resulting partition�0 is still O(r3�q(r)). Therefore, using the bound
(7) for I(C�; P�), we obtainX�2�0 I(C�; P�) = X�2�0O(m2=3� n2=3� +m� + n3=2� �s(n�))= O(r3�(r)) �m log rr �2=3� nr3�(r)�2=3+ m log rr +� nr3�(r)�3=2�s� nr3�!= O(m2=3n2=3r1=3�1=3(r) log2=3 r +mr2�(r) log r + (n=r)3=2�s(n=r3)):
Hence,I(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3r1=3�1=3(r) log2=3 r +mr2�(r) log r + (n=r)3=2�s(n=r3) + n):
We chooser = dn5=11=m4=11e, which is in the range1 � r � m whenn1=3 � m � n5=4. Ifm > n5=4 we taker = 1, and ifm < n1=3 we taker = m. It follows easily, as in [8], thatI(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m6=11n9=11�s(m3=n) +m+ n);
wheres is a constant depending on the representation ofC.

Bounding the complexity of marked faces. We use the approach in [1] to prove an improved
bound on the complexity of marked faces. There is one significant difference in the proof for this
case compared with the case of incidences. Here we need ahierarchical cutting7 ofA(R). The best
known algorithm for computing such a hierarchical(1=r)-cutting returns a cutting of sizeO(r3+"),
for any" > 0. Plugging this weaker bound on the size of hierarchical cuttings in the analysis of [1],
the bound on the marked faces increases by a factorO(m"). We refer the reader to the papers just
cited for further details, and omit the description of the modifications of the analyses given there
that need to be performed.

Putting everything together, we obtain the following results on the number of incidences and the
complexity of marked faces.

Theorem 6.6 LetC be a set ofn pseudo-parabolas orn x-monotone pseudo-circles that admit a
3-parameter algebraic representation, and letP be a set ofm points in the plane.

(i) I(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m6=11n9=11�s(m3=n) +m + n), wheres is a constant depending
on the representation, and

7For a set� of surfaces, a(1=r)-cutting� of � is calledhierarchical if there exist a constantr0 and a sequence of
cuttings�0;�1; : : : ;�u = �, for u = dlogr0 re, where�i is a(1=ri0)-cutting of� and each cell of�i lies inside a cell
of �i�1.
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(ii) K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m6=11+"n9=11 + n logn), for any" > 0.

If the pseudo-parabolas or pseudo-circles inC are also pairwise intersecting, then (we do not need
to require that the pseudo-circles bex-monotone in this case)

(iii) I(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m1=2n5=6�(n=m) +m+ n), and

(iv) K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m1=2+"n5=6 log1=2 n+ n logn), for any" > 0.

For the cases of circles and of vertical parabolas, the relevant surfaces are (or can be transformed
into) planes, so there is no extra�(r) factor, and efficient hierarchical cuttings can be constructed
(for the analysis of many faces). Hence, the analysis in [1, 8] yields the following improved bounds.
(The bound in Theorem 6.7(ii) has actually been proven in [1]for the case of circles; we state it
here for the sake of completeness.)

Theorem 6.7 LetC be a set ofn circles orn vertical parabolas andP a set ofm points in the
plane. Then

(i) I(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m6=11n9=11�(m3=n) +m+ n), and

(ii) K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m6=11n9=11�(m3=n) + n logn).
In addition, if the curves inC are pairwise intersecting, then

(iii) I(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m1=2n5=6 +m+ n), and

(iv) K(C;P ) = O(m2=3n2=3 +m1=2n5=6 log1=2 n+ n log n).
Remark. Using a standard sampling technique, such as the one used in [1, 8, 11], we can also
obtain versions of these bounds that are sensitive to the number of intersecting pairs of the given
curves (for parts (i) and (ii) of both theorems).

6.3 Distinct distances under arbitrary norms

An interesting application of Theorem 6.6(i) is the following result.

Theorem 6.8 LetQ be a compact strictly convex centrally symmetric semi-algebraic region in the
plane, of constant description complexity, which we regardas the unit ball of a normk�kQ. Then any
setP of n distinct points in the plane determines at least
(n7=9=�s(n)) distinctk � kQ-distances,
wheres is a constant that depends onQ. (If Q is not centrally symmetric, it defines a convex
distance function, and the same lower bound applies in this case too.) This is also a lower bound
on the number of distinctk � kQ-distances that can be attained from a single point ofP .

Proof: The proof proceeds by consideringnt homothetic copies ofQ, shifted to each point ofP
and scaled by thet possible distinctk � kQ-distances that the points inP determine. There aren2
incidences between these curves and the points ofP . Using Theorem 6.6(i), the bound follows
easily (here too the constant in the exponent of the expression for�s(n) is changed). 2
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Remarks. (1) The proof technique is identical to an older proof for distinct distances under the
Euclidean metric, given in [13, Section 5.4]. Meanwhile, the bound for the Euclidean case has been
substantially improved (see [28] for the current “record”), but, as far as we know, the problem has
not been considered at all for more general metrics.

(2) Theorem 6.8 is false ifQ is not strictly convex. For example, letQ be the unit ball of theL1-
norm, and letP be the set of vertices of the

pn�pn integer lattice. There are only2pn distinctL1-distances among the points ofP .

6.4 A generalized Gallai-Sylvester theorem

Similar to Theorem 4.1 in [7], the following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2.13.

Theorem 6.9 Let C be a family ofn pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles in the plane. Ifn is
sufficiently large andC is not a pencil, then there exists an intersection point incident to at most
three pseudo-circles ofC.

7 Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper we obtained a variety of results involving lenses in arrangements of pseudo-circles,
with numerous applications to incidences, levels, and complexity of many faces in arrangements of
circles, vertical parabolas, homothetic copies of a fixed convex curve, pairwise intersecting pseudo-
circles, and arbitrary pseudo-parabolas andx-monotone pseudo-circles. We also obtained a Gallai-
Sylvester result for arrangements of pairwise-intersecting pseudo-circles, and a new lower bound
on the number of distinct distances in the plane under fairlyarbitrary norms. The main tool that
facilitated the derivation of all these results is the somewhat surprising property that the tangency
graph in a family of pairwise intersecting pseudo-parabolas is planar (Theorem 2.4).

The paper leaves many problems unanswered. We mention a few of the more significant ones:

(i) Obtain tight (or improved) bounds for the number of pairwise nonoverlapping lenses in an
arrangement ofn pairwise intersecting pseudo-circles. We conjecture thatthe upper bound ofO(n4=3), given in Theorem 2.14, is not tight, and that the correct bound isO(n) or near-linear.

(ii) Obtain tight (or improved) bounds for the number of empty lenses in an arrangement ofn
arbitrary circles or more general classes of pseudo-circles. There is a gap between the lower
bound
(n4=3), which follows from the construction of
(n4=3) incidences betweenn points
andn lines, and which can be realized by circles, and the upper bound ofO(n3=2�(n)), given
in Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.5. Even improving the upper bound toO(n3=2), for the case
of circles, seems a challenging open problem. A related and harder problem is to obtain
an improved bound for the number of pairwise nonoverlappinglenses (and for the cutting
number) in an arrangement ofn arbitrary circles.

(iii) One annoying aspect of our analysis is the difference between the analysis of pairwise in-
tersecting pseudo-circles, which is purely topological and requires no further assumptions
concerning the shape of the pseudo-circles, and the analysis of the general case, in which
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we requirex-monotonicity and 3-parameter algebraic representation.(At least for pseudo-
parabolas, the weaker bound ofO(n8=5) holds in general.) It would be interesting and instruc-
tive to find a purely topological way of tackling the general problem involving pseudo-circles.
For example, can one obtain a bound close toO(n3=2), or even any bound smaller than the
general boundO(n5=3) of [27] (which is purely topological), for the number of empty lenses
in an arbitrary arrangement of pseudo-circles, without having to make any assumption con-
cerning their shape? Assumingx-monotonicity, can the boundO(n8=5) in Theorem 4.1 be
further improved?
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Appendix A: Analysis of the Case of Circles

In this appendix, we show how to refine the upper bound on�(C), in the case of circles, so that
the associated constants0 is 4, and thuss = 2 andq = 4.
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Lemma A.1 Let 1 and2 be two circles in the plane, with�1 = (a1; b1; r1) and�2 = (a2; b2; r2)
andr1 � r2. The upper arcs+1 and+2 intersect at two points if and only if the following condition
holds (see Figure 21 (i)):

(UU) b2 � b1, �2 and�2 lie inside1, and1 intersects2.
Proof: If +1 and+2 intersect at two pointsu; v then both centers lie below the line` passing throughu andv. Moreover, the portion of the smaller disk (the disk bounding the smaller circle) beloẁ
is contained in the corresponding portion of the bigger disk, and the center of the smaller disk is
closer to`. This is easily seen to imply (UU). Conversely, if (UU) holdsthen both intersection
points lie on+2 or both lie on�2 (because the endpoints of both arcs lie inside1). Translate2
vertically downward until its center has the samey-coordinate as that of1. In this position�2 and�2 continue to lie inside1, and the two circles must be disjoint (any intersection point on �2 must
have a matching symmetric point on+2 , which would produce at least 4 intersection points). This
is easily seen to imply that the original�2 is also disjoint from1, so the two intersection points
must lie on+2 , and, sinceb2 � b1, they must also lie on+1 . 2

(ii)
(a1; b1) (a1; b1)

(a2 ; b2)�1�2 �1
(i)

�2(a2; b2) �2�2
Figure 21. (i) Illustration of condition (UU). (ii) Illustration of condition (UL).

Lemma A.2 Let 1 and2 be two circles in the plane, with�1 = (a1; b1; r1) and�2 = (a2; b2; r2).
The arcs+1 and �2 intersect at two points if and only if the following condition holds (see Fig-
ure 21 (ii)):

(UL) b2 � b1, �2 and�2 lie outside1, �1 and�1 lie outside2, and1 intersects2.
Proof: Suppose that+1 and�2 intersect at two pointsu; v. Then the portion of+1 betweenu andv
lies inside2, and the portion of�2 betweenu andv lies inside1. This is easily seen to imply that
each of thex-extreme points�1 , �1 , �2 and�2 lies outside the other circle. Moreover, the center
of 1 (resp.,2) lies below (resp., above) the line passing throughu andv, implying thatb2 � b1.
Hence (UL) holds. Conversely, if (UL) holds then both intersection points must lie on the same arc
(upper or lower) of1, and on the same arc (upper or lower) of2. However, in view of Lemma A.1,
it cannot be the case that both arcs are upper or that both arcsare lower. Hence one arc is upper and
one is lower, and the conditionb2 � b1 is easily seen to imply that the upper arc is of1 and the
lower arc is of2. 2

Fix a circle : (x� a)2 + (y � b)2 = r2. Then by Lemma A.1, the locusK++ of circles whose
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upper arc intersects+ at two points is given byK++ = K++;> [K++;<, where8K++;> = f(�; �; �) j (� � r) ^ (� � b) ^ [(� � � � a)2 + (� � b)2 � r2℄ ^[(� � a)2 + (� � b)2 � (r � �)2℄gK++;< = f(�; �; �) j (� � r) ^ (� � b) ^ [(� � a� r)2 + (� � b)2 � �2℄ ^[(� � a)2 + (� � b)2 � (r � �)2℄g:
This implies thatK++ is a semialgebraic set of constant description complexity.Symmetrically,
it follows thatK�+ and the corresponding regions for� are also semialgebraic sets of constant
description complexity. We thus conclude that�(C) = O(n3=2�s(n)) for some integers. However,
the surfaces bounding these regions are quadrics, so their intersection curves are in general of degree
four, and a naive bound on the number of intersection points between the��-projections of a pair of
such curves iss1 � 42 = 16, yielding s = 8. For mostly aesthetic reasons, we set out to improve
this bound to�(C) = O(n3=2�(n)), where�(n) = �2(n).

Let  (A;B) denote the minimum number of cuts needed to eliminate all bichromatic upper-
upper lenses inA [ B (lenses formed by the upper arcs of one circle inA and one inB). Put (A) =  (A;A). Fork = 0; 1; 2, set (k)(u; v) = max  (A;B), where the maximum is taken
over all pairs of families of circlesA andB of sizes at mostu andv, respectively, so that� for k = 0, no constraint is imposed onA andB;� for k = 1, we require that the radius of each circle inA be greater than or equal to the radius

of each circle inB; and� for k = 2, we require the same condition on the radii as fork = 1, and also that they-
coordinate of the center of each circle inA be smaller than or equal to they-coordinate of the
center of each circle inB.

We set (k)(m) =  (k)(m;m), and our task is to bound (0)(n).
Sort the circles inC in increasing order of their radii, and letC1; C2 be the subsets of the circles

with then=2 smallest andn=2 largest radii, respectively. We clearly have (C) �  (C1) +  (C2) +  (C2; C1);
from which we deduce the recurrence (0)(n) � 2 (0) �n2�+  (1) �n2 ; n2� : (8)

Next we estimate (1). LetA andB be two sets ofm andn circles, respectively, so that the radius
of each circle inA is greater than or equal to the radius of every circle inB. Sort the circles inC = A [ B in increasing order of they-coordinate of their centers, and splitC into two subsetsC�; C+, consisting respectively of the circles with the(m+n)=2 lowest and the(m+n)=2 highest

8The condition for the intersection of two circles is that thedistance between their centers be larger than the difference
between the radii and smaller than their sum. In what follows, we only use the first inequality, because the second is
implied by the additional condition that one circle contains points of the other in its interior. This simplification does not
hold, though, when we consider intersections between lowerand upper arcs.
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y-coordinates. PutA� = A\C�,A+ = A\C+,B� = B \C�, andB+ = B \C+. We clearly
have  (A;B) �  (A�; B�) +  (A+; B+) +  (A�; B+);
the fourth term, (A+; B�), is 0, because all pairs of circles inA+ � B� violate condition (UU).
Putk = jA�j, ` = jB+j. Hence, we obtain the recurrence (1)(m;n) � maxk;`�m+n2k�l=m�n2 � (1) �k; m+ n2 � k�+  (1) �m+ n2 � `; `�+  (2)(k; `)� ; (9)

where the conditions onk and` follow from the construction.

We next bound (2), where a more complex recurrence is needed. LetA andB be two sets
of m andn circles, respectively, so that for any(1; 2) 2 A � B, with 1 = (a1; b1; r1) and2 = (a2; b2; r2), the following condition holds:

(C0) r1 � r2 andb2 � b1.
If the upper arc of a circle1 = (a1; b1; r1) 2 A intersects the upper arc of2 = (a2; b2; r2) 2 B

at two points, then by Lemma A.1, the following two conditions also hold:

(C1) �2 = (a2 � r2; b2) and�2 = (a2 + r2; b2) lie inside1;
(C2) 1 and2 intersect.

Fix a circle = (a; b; r) in A. The locusK1() of all circles(�; �; �) 2 B that satisfy (C1) with is the regionf(�; �; �) j (� � � � a)2 + (� � b)2 � r2 and (� + � � a)2 + (� � b)2 � r2g;
which is bounded by the pair of surfaces�1() : (� � �)2 + �2 � 2a(� � �)� 2b� + a2 + b2 � r2 = 0; (10)�2() : (� + �)2 + �2 � 2a(� + �)� 2b� + a2 + b2 � r2 = 0: (11)

On the other hand, if we fix a circle0 = (a; b; r) in B, then the locus�K1(0) of all circles(�; �; �) 2 A that satisfy (C1) with0 is the regionf(�; �; �) j (� � (a� r))2 + (� � b)2 � �2 and (� � (a+ r))2 + (� � b)2 � �2g;
which is bounded by the pair of surfaces��1(0) : �2 + �2 � �2 � 2(a� r)� � 2b� + (a� r)2 + b2 = 0; (12)��2(0) : �2 + �2 � �2 � 2(a+ r)� � 2b� + (a+ r)2 + b2 = 0: (13)

Finally, for a fixed circle = (a; b; r) in A or B, the locusK2() of all circles (�; �; �) that
satisfy (C2) with, given that they already satisfy (C1), is bounded by the surface (as already
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remarked, only one of the two inequalities that represent intersection between circles need to be
considered) (� � a)2 + (� � b)2 = (� � r)2; or�3() : �2 + �2 � �2 � 2a� � 2b� + 2r� + a2 + b2 � r2 = 0: (14)

An important observation is that the bound on the parameters is large because we consider in-
tersection curves of “mixed” pairs of surfaces from among the possible types (10)–(14). However, if
we only consider pairs of surfaces of the same type, say of type (14), the corresponding intersection
curves areplane quadrics, so the number of intersection points between the projections of two such
curves is at most 4, as in the case of vertical parabolas (Section 5.2). Our approach is thus to enforce
the conditions (C1)–(C2) in two stages, where the first stageenforces (C1) and the second enforces
(C2). This will suffice to reduces to 2.

In more detail, we proceed as follows. Fork = 3; 4, set (k)(u; v) = max  (A;B), where the
maximum is taken over all pairs of families of circlesA andB of sizes at mostu andv, respectively,
that satisfy (C0)–(C(k � 2)). We set (k)(m) =  (k)(m;m). Recall that our task is to bound (2)(m).
Bounding  (4)(m). We first observe that (4)(m) = O(m4=3). Indeed, if every pair of circles inA � B satisfy (C0)–(C2), i.e., the upper arcs of every pair intersect at two points, then the bound
follows by considering the collection of extended upper arcs of the circles inA [ B, and applying
Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.4, as argued in Section 5.3.

Bounding  (3)(m). Next, we apply the analysis in the proof of Lemma 5.1 to the arrangement
of the surfaces�3(), for  2 A or  2 B. Choosing a parameter1 � r � m1=4, we obtain the
recurrence (3)(m) � r6�2q (r) h (3) �mr4�+  (4)(m)i � r6�2q (r) h (3) �mr4�+O(m4=3)i ;
with q = 4. Indeed, the overhead term bounds the minimum number of cutsneeded to eliminate
all bichromatic upper-upper lenses between pairs of subfamilies of circles that satisfy (C2) (where
one subfamily corresponds to all circles in, say,A, whose representing points lie in some cell�
of the relevant cutting, and the other subfamily corresponds to all circles 2 B whose associated
surface�3() fully encloses�), in addition to (C0)–(C1) which are satisfied, by assumption, by all
pairs of circles inA� B. Hereq = 4, because we are dealing here only with surfaces of the form�3(), and, as already remarked, the intersection curve of two such surfaces is a plane quadric, so,
as argued in Section 5.2, the projections of two such intersection curves on the��-plane intersect in
at most four points, thereby implying thatq = 4 and�q(r) = 2O(�2(r)). The same analysis as in
Section 5.1 now shows that  (3)(m) = O(m3=2�(m)): (15)

Bounding  (2)(m). This is achieved by a similar process of interleaved recursion, in which we
keep flipping the roles ofA andB. However, this can be done so that one of the two recursive steps
is performed in the plane (and only one in three dimensions).Specifically, we have:
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Lemma A.3 For anym;n and for any parameter1 � r1 � minfm;n1=2g, (2)(m;n) � 2r21 (2) �mr1 ; nr21�+ 2r41 (3) �m; nr21� ; (16)

for some positive constant2.
Proof: Let A andB be two families of circles of sizem andn, respectively, so that every pair
in A � B satisfy condition (C0). We need to “enforce” condition (C1), namely, that the leftmost
and rightmost points of a circle inB lie inside a circle inA. This can be done via the following
cutting-based partitioning in the plane, where each circleg = (�; �; �) 2 B is mapped to the two
respective points�g = (� � �; �), �g = (� + �; �), and the circles ofA remain as they are.

We compute a(1=r1)-cutting� of A of sizeO(r21). For each� 2 �, letB� = fg 2 B j �g 2� or �g 2 �g. If jB�j > n=r21, we partition� into subcells, each of which contains at mostn=r21
points. The number of new cells remainsO(r21). For each new cell�, letA� = f 2 A j \� 6= ;g
and ~A� = f 2 A j � � int()g. Since� is a cutting, we havejA�j � m=r1 for each�.

To bound (A;B), we first sum up the recursive terms
P�  (A�; B�). Let (; g) be a pair

that needs to be counted in (A;B) but has not been counted in this recursive manner. Let�;�0
be the cells of the cutting that contain�g; �g, respectively. Then both cells�;�0 are fully contained
in the interior of. This suggests the following approach to completing the count: Take each pair(�;�0) of cells of the cutting, and putB(�;�0) = fg 2 B j �g 2 � and�g 2 �0g,A(�;�0) = f 2A j �;�0 � int()g. The number of remaining pairs that need to be counted is thusbounded byX(�;�0) �A(�;�0); B(�;�0)� :
However, every pair of sets in this sum also satisfy (C1), so the sum is at mostO(r4 (3)(m;n=r21)).
This completes the proof of the lemma. 2

We also need a dual partitioning scheme for the “flipped” version of the recursion, in which
the circles ofA are mapped into points and those ofB into surfaces. Here, unlike the preceding
partition, we need to use the 3-dimensional representationof the circles:

Lemma A.4 For anym;n and for any parameter1 � r2 � minfm1=3; ng, (2)(m;n) � 3r32�q(r2) � (2) �mr32 ; 2nr2 �+  (3) �mr32 ; n�� ; (17)

for some integer constantq and some positive constant3.
Proof: LetA andB be two families of circles of sizem andn, respectively, which satisfy condition
(C0). We now map each circleg 2 A to the pointg� = (�; �; �) 2 R3 , using the 3-parameter
representation ofC. Let� = f��1(); ��2() j  2 Bg. We compute a(1=r2)-cutting� of � of sizeO(r32�q(r2)), for some appropriate constantq.9 For each cell� 2 �, setA� = f 2 A j � 2 �g and
partition� further, as needed, to ensure that, for any resulting subcell � 0, jA� 0 j � m=r32; this does not

9Curiously, q = 4 for the collection of surfaces��1(); ��2(), which follows by the same reasoning used for the
surfaces�3(). However, this extra property is not needed in this step of our analysis.
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change the asymptotic bound on the number of cells. SetB� = f 2 B j (��1() [ ��2()) \ � 6= ;g
and ~B� = f 2 B j � � �K1()g. Hence, we obtain the following recurrence (A;B) =X�2�[ (A� ; B� ) +  (A� ; ~B� )℄:
By construction, every pair(1; 2) 2 A�� ~B� satisfies (C0)–(C1), which implies that (A� ; ~B� ) � (3)(jA� j; j ~B� j). SincejA� j � m=r32 andjB� j � 2n=r2 for each� , we thus obtain, summing over
all cells of the cutting, (2)(m;n) � 3r32�q(r2) � (2) �mr32 ; 2nr2 �+  (3) �mr32 ; n�� ;
as asserted. 2

Combining (16) and (17), choosingr2 = r andr1 = 2r2 for an appropriate parameterr >1, and substituting the bound (15) on (3)(�), we obtain the recurrence for appropriate values of
constants; 0:  (2)(m) � r7�q(r) (2) � m2r5�+ 0r8m3=2�(m):
Since the overhead term in the recurrence dominates its homogeneous solution, it can be shown
(by induction onm) that if we chooser to be a sufficiently large constant, then the solution to the
recurrence is  (2)(m) = O(m3=2�(m)):
Bounding  (1)(m) and  (0)(m). We now return to the first two stages of divide and conquer.
Substituting the bound for (2)(�) in (9), we obtain a recurrence in which each instance involving a
total ofm+n circles is replaced by two instances, each involving a totalof (m+n)=2 circles. This
readily implies that the recurrence solves to (1)(m) = O(m3=2�(m)):
Substituting this bound into (8), we again obtain a simple recurrence for (0)(�) which also solves
to  (0)(m) = O(m3=2�(m)):
We have thus shown that the minimum number of cuts needed to eliminate all upper-upper lenses
in a set ofn circles isO(n3=2�(n)). A fully symmetric argument yields the same bound for the
number of cuts needed to eliminate all lower-lower lenses, and it remains to bound the number of
cuts needed to eliminate upper-lower lenses. For this we need to carry out a similar analysis, based
on the condition (UL) in Lemma A.2. The analysis is indeed rather similar, and we do not spell it
out in detail. We only comment on several technical differences that arise:

(1) At the bottommost recursive stage, we enforce the condition that a pair of circles = (a; b; r)
and 0 = (�; �; �) intersect. Here we need to enforce both inequalities, that the distance
between the centers be at least the difference between the radii and at most their sum. The
corresponding surfaces, with fixed and0 varying, are�3() : �2 + �2 � �2 � 2a� � 2b� + 2r� + a2 + b2 � r2 = 0��3() : �2 + �2 � �2 � 2a� � 2b� � 2r� + a2 + b2 � r2 = 0:
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Fortunately, the intersection curve of any pair of these surfaces is still a plane quadric, and
the preceding analysis can be easily adapted to keep the parameterq equal to 4 (ands to 2) in
this case too.

(2) We now need only one stage of a simple divide-and-conquer, to enforce the conditionb2 � b1,
but we need two stages to enforce the conditions concerning the points�1 , �1 , �2 and�2 ,
one stage enforcing that�1 , �1 lie outside2, and the other stage enforcing that�2 , �2 lie
outside1. Both stages are carried out exactly as above.

The modified analysis thus yields a bound ofO(n3=2�(n)) for the minimum number of cuts
needed to eliminate all upper-lower lenses in a setC of n circles, showing, at long last, that�(C) =O(n3=2�(n)).
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